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ABSTRACT
Repeat elements are important components of eukaryotic genomes. The dropping
cost of the second and third generation sequencing technologies provides opportunities
to study repeat elements of hundreds of species and thousands of individuals of one
species. Based on the quality of the assembled genomes, generally there are two
obstacles for studying repeat elements: (1) For species with high repetitive or complex
genomes that do not have high quality genomes assembled, how do we construct de
novo repeat elements? (2) For species with high quality genomes assembled, how to
detect mobile elements insertions (one type of repeat elements) of different individuals
of the species? It is known that most of the gaps on draft genomes are caused by repeat
elements, thus a following-up question is: (3) With the understanding of repeats on
genome, can we better close the gaps on draft genomes?
To address the first problem that reference genomes are incomplete and often
contain missing data in highly repetitive regions, we propose a method (called REP-
denovo) to construct repeats directly from short sequencing reads. REPdenovo can
construct various types of repeats that are highly repetitive and have low sequence
divergence within copies. We show that REPdenovo is substantially better than
existing methods both in terms of the number and the completeness of the repeat
sequences that it recovers. The key advantage of REPdenovo is that it can recon-
struct long repeats from short sequence reads. We apply the method to human data
and discover a number of potentially new repeats sequences that have been missed
by previous repeat annotations.
Next we present an improved version of REPdenovo, which is able to reconstruct
more divergent and lower frequency repeats from short sequencing reads. Compar-
ing with the original REPdenovo, this improved approach uses more repeat-related
k-mers. In addition, the new approach improves repeat assembly quality using a
consensus-based k-mer processing method. We compare the performance of the new
method with REPdenovo and RepARK on Human and Arabidopsis thaliana short
sequencing data. The results show that the improved REPdenovo can assemble more
complete repeats than REPdenovo (and also RepARK). We apply the improved REP-
denovo on Hummingbird which has no known repeat library, and construct many
repeat elements that are validated using PacBio long reads. Many of these repeats
are likely to be true that are not in public repeat libraries.
To answer the second question, we develop a novel method (called REPdenovo-
MEI) for detecting mobile element insertions (MEIs) with given reference genome and
alignments of different individuals. Different from all existing tools, REPdenovo-MEI
does not rely on any repeats library and can call MEIs efficiently and accurately.
Besides calling out insertion sites, REPdenovo-MEI has a local assembly step to con-
struct the inserted copy and a classification based approach for calling genotypes.
In addition, the third-generation sequencing technology generates long reads of thou-
sands of bases long, which usually is long enough to contain the whole repeat elements
in the reads, thus can help to construct the MEIs completely. Thus, besides short
reads, REPdenovo-MEI can also work with long reads to infer the inserted copies.
Results on both simulated and real data show that REPdenovo-MEI outperforms
existing tools on both accuracy and the number of constructed high divergent MEIs.
To solve the third problem of closing gaps on draft genomes, we propose a new
method (called GAPPadder) that can sensitively close gaps for large and complex
genomes. Different from existing approaches, GAPPadder collects more gap orig-
inated reads, especially repeat associated reads, and better utilize the information
of different insert sizes of PE and MP reads. Finally, GAPPadder provides higher
quality of local assembly with an extra contigs merging step. We show GAPPadder
can close more gaps on one bacterial genome, Human chromosome 14 and Human
whole genome. Besides closing gaps on draft genome assembled only from short se-
quence reads, GAPPadder can also be used to close gaps for draft genomes assembled
with long reads. We show GAPPadder can close gaps on the bed bug genome and
the Asian sea bass genome that are assembled partially and fully with long reads
respectively. We also show GAPPadder is efficient in both time and memory usage.
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1.1 Motivation and Challenges
Most genomes, and in particular mammalian genomes, consist of large amounts of
repeat elements. A repeat is a segment of DNA that appears multiple times in
the genome in identical or near-identical form. There are many types of repeats
(75; 76; 77). Transposable elements (TEs) or mobile elements (MEs) are perhaps the
most well-known. They are believed to constitute 25% to 40% of most mammalian
genomes (76; 77; 78; 79) and can amplify themselves in the genome using various
mechanisms, typically involving RNA intermediates. In humans the most common
TEs are Long Interspersed Elements (LINE-1s or L1s), Short Interspersed Element
(SINEs), and Long Terminal Repeats (LTRs), comprising approx. 17%, 11% and 8%
of the human genome, respectively. Other common repeat elements include various
types of satellites. When repeat elements amplify from one place to another place
and genome passed from one generation to another generation, variations including
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SNP, short indels, or even large structural variations will happen on the copies. Thus
as a result, even when one repeat is copied to another location, the two copies may
not be exactly the same. And as the evolution proceeds, variations within the repeat
copies will accumulate. Divergent rate is used to indicate the difference between the
consensus of copies and the individual copy. In general, the higher the divergent rate,
the older the copy is. Many studies have demonstrated that repeat elements con-
tribute to genome evolution and genetic diversity (132; 133; 134; 135; 149; 152). In
particular, (136) shows that MEs can provide active promoter, splice site or termina-
tor features which can affect the expression, structure and function of nearby genes.
MEs are also involved in the creation of transcriptional regulatory networks, and in
the generation of chromosomal rearrangements (137; 138). Thus, it is important to
identify and analyze repeat elements.
Taking advantages of the dropping cost and high throughput of the second and
third generation sequencing technologies, hundreds of species and thousands of indi-
viduals of one organism are sequenced, which provides both opportunity and chal-
lenges to study repeat elements. The opportunity is that with the amount of se-
quencing data, repeat elements can be constructed and annotated, and thus can be
analyzed in different applications. In general, the first step to characterize the genome
is assembling the genomes, using assembly tools like (111; 119; 127; 128; 131). And
then consensus repeats can be constructed from the draft genomes using tools like
RepeatScout (89), PILER(31) and phRAIDER (90). Finally, the draft genomes can
be annotated with the consensus repeats. The challenge is that, for many species,
the genomes are not only large, but also repetitive and complex, which cause the as-
semblers failed to construct high quality draft genomes from sequencing data. Also,
it is known that most of the missing parts (gaps) on the draft genomes are caused
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by repeats. As a result, repeat elements either are missed from the low-quality draft
genome, or are break into small pieces of contigs, and thus cannot be directly anno-
tated and analyzed.
Another challenge arises when studying the still active TEs, which are usually
called mobile element insertions (MEIs) or transposable element insertions (TEIs).
These MEIs usually act as regulators in genomes, like regulating the chromatin struc-
ture and transcription, regulating the RNA processing, and affecting messenger RNA
localization and translation (70). MEIs are still quite active in many species like
maize, bacterias. In human, most of the TEs are non-active, and the most known
still active ones are LINE1, Alu, and SVA. However, even though not many types of
TEs are active in human, these active ones show important functions in many studies.
For example, MEIs are found to be active in many types of cancers (144; 147). Recent
studies also use MEIs as biomarkers to study the cell evolution in neural system (74).
Thus, it is important to call the MEIs for individuals of one species. Several tools
(144; 83; 84; 85; 93; 86; 92; 151; 153) have been developed for calling MEIs with short
sequencing reads. All these tools follow the same strategy that: check the discordant
reads whether can be aligned to existing repeat copies, and check the unmapped reads
whether can be aligned to the consensus repeats. The strategy requires that there are
annotated repeat copies and consensus library. It also requires prior knowledge that
which repeats are still active. The challenge is that generally it is hard to get prior
knowledge of which repeats are still active, especially for tissues or cell lines with high
mutation rates. In addition, if the inserted copies have high divergent rate, it will be
difficult to align the reads back to other copies or the consensus repeats. As a result,
these MEIs will not be missed.
3
1.2 Overview
One solution for the first challenge is to construct the repeats directly from reads.
One existing tool is RepARK (91). We propose a novel repeat assembly method,
REPdenovo, performs de novo estimation of low-divergent and highly frequent repeats
from sequence reads. Similar to RepARK, REPdenovo first identifies the frequent k-
mers and then assembles these k-mers. This step leads to a set of repeat contigs (called
raw contigs). Raw contigs are the final results of RepARK. However, raw contigs are
often only fragments of complete consensus repeats. This is because repeats usually
contain regions of higher sequence divergence than other regions. K-mers within
higher divergence regions tend to have much smaller frequencies and thus may not
be identified to be frequent. The frequent k-mer assembly only leads to segments
that have low divergence (i.e. more conserved) in repeat copies. Therefore, assembly
of frequent k-mers alone does not produce contigs spanning complete repeats. To
address this issue, REPdenovo performs a second assembly step by connecting raw
contigs into long repeats.
Another solution for the first challenge is to close the gaps on the draft genomes.
But this is only for genomes assembled but with lots of gaps. It is known that gaps
usually happen at regions that are high repetitive, duplicated, or of low coverage.
For example, 45 new avian species have been sequenced and assembled recently in a
comparative study of avian genomes (66). Draft genomes of 25 out of these 45 species
have average N50 around 48 kb, which indicates the draft genomes are fragmented
with many gaps. About 3,000 genes are likely missing or only partially annotated
due to gaps. As a result, only 70% to 80% of the entire catalog of avian genes can
be predicted, which may cause bias in downstream analysis. So, a more complete
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genome not only helps to study repeats elements, but also leads to better annotation,
less genotyping error and, concomitantly, a greater likelihood of identifying causal
variation associated with traits (112). We develop a new approach called GAPPadder
for closing gaps on draft genomes. Similar to existing tools, it also performs local
assembly from reads that originate from gap regions. Different from existing tools,
GAPPadder collects more reads relevant for gap closing, especially repeat-associated
reads which are ignored by all the existing tools. Moreover, GAPPadder collects
higher quality reads by utilizing more information with different insert sizes of pair-
end (PM) and mate-pair (MP) reads. GAPPadder uses a different local assembly
method for gap closing compared with existing methods. Existing methods often
rely on local extension of contigs. GAPPadder, instead, performs a two-stage local
assembly: it first assembles contigs in the gap and then generates higher quality local
assembly of gap sequences by merging contigs.
To solve the second challenge, We propose a new approach for calling mobile
elements insertions with sequencing data. Comparing with existing approaches, our
approach does not require any repeat libraries or genome annotation files to call
MEIs. The key idea is that instead of using a repeat library or genome annotation
file to check whether reads come from repeats, we collect high frequent kmers, and
check the reads against the high frequent kmers to decide whether the reads come
from repeats. In addition, considering the divergence rate of repeats, a clustering
algorithm is designed to involve those low frequent kmers, whose edit distances from
high frequent kmers are within the given threshold. In this way, our approach can
tolerate more variation and as a result can call out more diverged mobile element
insertions. If long reads are available for the individuals, an optional step is designed
to call out the inserted copies. For each called out candidate insertion site on the
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reference, we first align the left and right flank regions beside the candidate site to
the long reads. If the ME insertion do exist, then the two flank regions will be apart
from each other when aligned on the long reads, and the part between them is the
sequence of the ME Insertion. As there are usually more than one long read covering
the site, we require at least N reads support the same sequence, where N is a user-
specific parameter. What’s more, besides identifying the sequences of inserted copies,
this step can also improve the accuracy by filtering out the false positive ones.
Overall, in this thesis, we propose three methods to solve the three previous
mentioned problems. In particular:
• De novo repeats construction directly from short sequencing reads. We pro-
pose an approach (called REPdenovo) to construct repeats directly from short
sequencing reads. REPdenovo does not rely on any reference or any repeat
libraries. Comparing with existing tools, REPdenovo can construct more com-
plete repeats.
• De novo detect ME insertions with sequencing data. We propose a method to
call ME insertions for different individuals of one species with the alignments.
The method does not need any repeat libraries, and can work for high divergent
ME insertions. To the best of our knowledge, there is no any computational
tools that can do the same work.
• Closing gaps on draft genome. A gap closing approach is proposed to gener-
ate more complete draft genome. Different from existing tools, the proposed
approach better utilizes the repeat associated reads, different insert size in-




REPdenovo: Inferring de novo
repeat motifs from short sequence
reads
2.1 Introduction
Identifying repeats in a genome is a long-standing research problem. There are many
computational approaches and software tools for the analysis of repeat composition
(80; 81; 82; 83; 85). One type of repeat analysis tools rely on curated repeat libraries
to identify repeats. The most popular of these is RepeatMasker (80), which aligns
genomic sequences to known consensus repeat sequences given by libraries such as
Repbase (87) and Dfam (88). While RepeatMasker has been used extensively in
the literature and led to many interesting discoveries, a limitation is that it needs a
library of known repeat consensus sequences. Such repeat sequences are usually not
available for many newly sequenced organisms. Alternatively, many existing methods
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(81; 82; 83; 85; 148; 150) identify repeats by analysis of reference genomes. However,
many genomes are poorly assembled, particularly in regions of high repeat content.
Therefore, most existing methods can not find novel repeats that are not present in
the curated library of repeats or in a reference genome. For organisms with little
repeat annotation and without a good reference genome, there are few tools available
for characterizing repeat content. Even for organisms such as humans with good
reference genomes, there are often missing bases in regions of high repeat content.
The human genome may therefore still harbor uncharacterized repeat elements.
In principle, finding repeats directly from sequence data may be appropriate for
situations where there is no good reference genome or we want to find repeats that are
not present in the reference genome. Recently, methods that analyze repeats based
on sequence data start to appear. One such method is RepARK (91). RepARK can
assemble repeats directly from sequence reads without reference genomes. However,
experiments on RepARK show that there is still great room to improve the repeat
assembly.
In this chapter, we present a new approach for de novo assembly of repeat ele-
ments, called REPdenovo. Similar to RepARK, REPdenovo constructs repeats from
sequence reads directly and does not need a reference genome. REPdenovo aims
at constructing repeats that have relatively high copy numbers and low sequence
divergence within copies of the repeats. The repeats can be of various types, e.g.
TE or satellites. The main advantage of REPdenovo is that it implements more ac-
curate repeat assembly algorithms than RepARK. Using real data, we demonstrate
that REPdenovo outperforms RepARK in terms of completeness and number of long
repeats constructed. We also analyze sequence data from humans, and report po-
tentially new human repeat elements missed by previous analyses. We also provide
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supporting evidence which shows many of these repeats are likely to be real.
2.2 Background
There are several existing computational approaches for finding TEs from short se-
quence reads (92; 91). The method in (92) assumes a reference genome is available,
and finds repeats from sequence reads using the reference. A major drawback is that
there is no high-quality reference genomes for many organisms. In principle, one can
use short reads to assemble a reference genome. However, repetitive regions are usu-
ally more difficult to assemble. This leads to reduced power for repeat analysis if one
uses the assembled reference genome for the purpose of repeat finding.
There are also methods which directly assemble repeats from sequence reads.
RepARK (91) is such a method developed recently for repeat elements assembly.
RepARK is based on k-mer counting. K-mers are substrings of k nucleotides. As
shown in Fig. 2.2.1, k-mer counting aims to count the occurrence of length-k sub-
strings in all sequence reads. The result of k-mer counting is a vector OCC of size
4k, where OCCi is the number of times the i-th k-mer appears in the reads. For
example, in Fig. 2.2.1, there is a single read. CGG appears two times while AAC
and ACG appear once each. There exist efficient algorithms for k-mer counting, e.g.
(94). RepARK uses an approach which reconstructs segments of repetitive regions
directly from sequence reads by first counting the k-mers from the sequence reads and
then assembling all frequent k-mers (whose frequencies exceed some fixed threshold)
(91). The key idea is that k-mers in repeats may be more frequent than k-mers not in
the repeats due to the high copy numbers of repeats. (91) showed that some contigs
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assembled this way are fairly long and many contigs can be mapped to the reference
genome. Here, a contig is a segment of assembled genomes. This is encouraging
since it demonstrates that estimation of repeats such as TEs can be done de novo
from raw short-read sequencing data. However, as we will show in this chapter, the
method implemented in RepARK tends to only construct partial repeats. This may
lead to considerable uncertainty when analyzing the evolution of repeat elements and
to reduced detection rates of new repeat elements.
Figure 2.2.1: Illustration of the k-mer counting. Long sequence: a sequence read.
Length-3 sequence: k-mer. Here, k = 3. The table on the right shows the k-mer counting
result.
2.3 Methods
The new repeat assembly method, REPdenovo, performs de novo estimation of low-
divergent and highly frequent repeats from sequence reads. Similar to RepARK
(91), REPdenovo first identifies the frequent k-mers and then assembles these k-
mers. This step leads to a set of repeat contigs (called raw contigs). Raw contigs
are the final results of RepARK. However, raw contigs are often only fragments of
complete consensus repeats. This is because repeats usually contain regions of higher
sequence divergence than other regions. K-mers within higher divergence regions
tend to have much smaller frequencies and thus may not be identified to be frequent.
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The frequent k-mer assembly only leads to segments that have low divergence (i.e.
more conserved) in repeat copies. Therefore, assembly of frequent k-mers alone does
not produce contigs spanning complete repeats. To address this issue, REPdenovo
performs a second assembly step by connecting raw contigs into long repeats. The
key steps of REPdenovo algorithm are illustrated in Fig. 2.3.1 and are explained
below:
1. Assembly of raw contigs from frequent k-mers.
2. Merging of raw contigs into larger contigs ideally representing the entire repeat
motif. This step is conceptually analogous to the idea of merging contigs into
scaffolds in regular genome-assembly.
3. Verification and filtering of the assembled repeats. By aligning reads back to
the constructed repeats and checking the read depth, some wrongly assembled
repeats can be filtered out.
2.3.1 Construction of raw contigs
REPdenovo first constructs raw contigs directly from sequence reads by constructing
a catalog of highly represented kmers, i.e. k-mers with frequencies over average k-mer
frequency times a threshold value fK . The default value of fK is 10, which means
the frequency of a frequent k-mer is over 10 times the average k-mer frequency. This
step could be improved in the future by using k-mer probabilities that take nucleotide
or di-nucleotide frequencies into account. The current implementation uses Jellyfish
(94) for k-mer counting, although other k-mer counting algorithms can also be used.
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Figure 2.3.1: Illustration of the main steps of REPdenovo. Thick bars: genomic
sequences. Thin bars: k-mers. K-mer counting step: yellow parts are repeats (with some
mismatches). Colored squares within thick bars: mutations (substitutions and indels)
within repeats.
Once frequent k-mers are identified, the next step of REPdenovo is assembling
frequent k-mers into contigs (called raw contigs). This is done by treating the fre-
quent k-mers as sequence reads and then assembling these k-mers by existing short
read assembly tools. Currently, Velvet (131) is used for this step. REPdenovo im-
plements several additional techniques for more accurate construction of raw contigs
and classification of repeats. First, REPdenovo takes a “frequency-based assembly”
approach. That is, REPdenovo does not assemble all frequent k-mers in one step
as in RepARK (91). Instead, it groups and assembles k-mers with similar binned
frequencies. A bin is a range of frequency based on a target frequency. By default,
the range is [0.2f, 5f], where f is the target k-mer frequency. REPdenovo selects a
number of evenly spaced target frequencies based on the collected k-mer frequencies
from the reads as follows. REPdenovo starts from the k-mers in the highest frequency
bin. Each time, REPdenovo assembles frequent k-mers within the current frequency
bin. The range is then decreased (by default two times from the previous one) for the
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next round in a way that there is overlap in ranges of two consecutive steps. Users
can also change the ranges in the settings of REPdenovo. Frequency-based assembly
may reduce assembly error under the assumption that k-mers from the same repeat
tends to have similar frequencies.
We use multiple k values (e.g. 20, 30 and 40) for assembly. Raw contigs assembled
from different k-values are then combined to form a single list of raw contigs.
2.3.2 Assembly of raw contigs into long repeats
Most current next-generation sequencing platforms, like Illumina, generate paired-
end reads with length around 100bp. Paired-end reads allow users to sequence both
ends of a fragment and generate high-quality, alignable sequence data.
Empirical results show that most assembled raw contigs tend to be close to 100
bp in length for real sequence reads. However, many repeats are much longer than
100 bp. For example, many L1 elements in humans are 5 kbp or longer. Thus, raw
contigs alone usually do not give complete repeat consensus sequences. To address
this problem, REPdenovo performs a second assembly step by connecting the raw
contigs into long repeats as follows.
For the raw contigs, we build a directed contig graph G, which is similar to the
overlap graph in sequence assembly (96). Each node in G corresponds to a raw
contig. There is an edge from node v1 to v2 if there is significant overlap between
contig v1 and contig v2. We say v1 has significant overlap with v2 if the length of the
overlap between v1 and v2 is longer than a threshold value (15 bp by default) and
the number of mismatches (substitutions and indels) is small (¡ 5% by default). The
analysis is performed using standard pairwise sequence alignment based on dynamic
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programming, e.g. (97). The overlap detection step allows errors in the overlapped
regions of the raw contigs. This is because the overlapped regions of two connecting
raw contigs usually don’t match exactly. Performing the alignment for all O(n2)
pairs can be slow when n is large. REPdenovo therefore only aligns pairs of raw
contigs containing common length k0 substrings. REPdenovo uses k0 = 5 in the
current implementation. Such preprocessing speeds up the computation significantly
in practice.
Overlap alone may not be very reliable especially when the length of the overlap
region is small. To allow an edge from v1 to v2 in G, REPdenovo also requires
the existence of read pairs where one end maps (using “bwa mem” with default
parameters) to v1 and the other maps to v2, when such read pairs are expected given
the insert size of the library and the relative positions of v1 and v2 in the merged
contig. We use the default settings of BWA for reads mapping.
Once the contig graph G is constructed, REPdenovo then searches for long paths
between two nodes in G. Each path corresponds to an assembled long repeat. There
are often cycles in G and it is usually impractical to enumerate all paths in G. To
address the issue of cycles, REPdenovo first finds the strongly connected components
in G. A strongly connected component (SCC) contains one or multiple nodes where
any two nodes are mutually reachable. Suppose we treat a SCC as a node. Then G
implies a new graph G′, where the nodes of G′ are the SCCs and there is an edge
from SCC1 to SCC2 if a node in SCC2 is reachable from a node in SCC1 in G.
The definition of SCC ensures G′ is acyclic. We then run the standard topological
sort algorithm (e.g. (98)) on each SCC (i.e. subgraph G1 containing only nodes in
the SCC1). When G1 is acyclic, topological sort arranges the nodes of G1 in a linear
topological order so that all edges of G1 point to the same direction in the linear order.
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That is, topological order means for every directed edge u→ v from vertex u to vertex
v in G, u is prior to v in the ordering. When G1 contains cycles, topological sort can
still run but it does not lead to a perfect topological linear order. Our experience
shows that while cycles exist in G, G is often near-acyclic and the strongly connected
components are usually small. Thus, we simply rely on the linear order produced by
the topological sort algorithm even when the linear order is not strictly topological
order. REPdenovo then enumerates (possibly a subset of) paths that traverse one
or several components in a heuristic way. The path finding generally follows the
topological order when traversing the graph. Within each component, REPdenovo
takes a heuristic approach for finding a valid path that allows the traversal to find
long paths. In particular, when there are multiple edges to follow from the current
node during the path finding, edges that agree with the linear order and lead to the
nearest node in the linear order are preferred. To avoid cycles, REPdenovo assumes
each raw contig may only appear in a path at most once. That is, each path contains
distinct nodes in G. REPdenovo only outputs the maximal paths in G (i.e. paths
that are not sub-paths of another path). Empirical results show that this path finding
approach works reasonably well in practice.
2.3.3 Improving assembly quality by filtering
To further improve assembly REPdenovo uses two filtering steps. First, before as-
sembling the raw contigs, contigs that have no (or very low) sequence read coverage
are removed. Second, we truncate a raw contig if its coverage is uneven. We align
the raw reads back to the raw contigs using “bwa mem” (99) with “-a” option. Then,
we calculate the coverage for each base of each raw contig. If the average coverage
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is lower than a threshold value (2 by default), then this contig is considered to be
wrongly assembled and is discarded. For example, in Part (e) of Fig. 2.3.1, the raw
contig marked in red color is discarded since it has no mapped reads. Sometimes
a contig has uneven coverage, which means parts of the contig have high coverage
and other parts have very low coverage (lower than the threshold). Such contigs are
truncated so that only the high coverage parts are kept. For example, in Part (e) of
Fig. 2.3.1, the right part of the lower right raw contig (marked with the purple color)
is truncated due to low read coverage.
2.3.4 Evaluation and comparison of methods
Throughout this chapter, we use NCBI Blast (the output of blastn with default
cutoff parameters which is considered to be “significant hits”) to compare a query
sequence against a set of reference sequences. We define “matching cutoff” as the
ratio between the length of the matched part (between the query sequence and the
reference sequence) and the length of the query sequence. Notice that we use Blast
searches in two different settings:
1. To compare a query sequence against a set of reference sequences such as the
reference genome of a species or a set of estimated repeats (e.g. Blast a con-
structed repeat against Repbase). We call this use of Blast “Blast”.
2. Sometimes we want to search for a query sequence in the entire known nucleotide
database at NCBI. We call this use of Blast as “NCBI Blastn”.
For a mapping between a repeat and the reference genome, we use a matching
cutoff of 0.0 as default, which means we allow any matches that are considered to be
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Table 2.3.1: Sequence reads information from four human individuals from the 1000
Genomes Project. # of reads: in millions. Coverage: average sequence depth per base.
Individual Population # of reads Read length Coverage
NA12889 CEU 229M 101 7.2
HG01890 ACB 394M 100 12.3
NA18641 CHB 254M 101 8.0
NA19206 YRI 172M 100 5.4
significant by Blast (with default parameters). For other matchings, unless otherwise
stated, the default matching cutoff is at least 85%.
In order to evaluate the performance of REPdenovo on repeat assembly, we first
analyze raw sequence data from a human individual: individual NA12889 from the
1000 Genomes Project (100). In the following, the repeats are assembled from the
NA12889 reads, unless otherwise stated. To evaluate the consistency of REPdenovo,
we also use REPdenovo to assemble repeats with three other 1000 Genomes individ-
uals: HG01890, NA18641 and NA19206. See Table 2.3.1 for information on the reads
data. See the Supplemental Materials for the source of data. We first compare two
different k-mer frequency cutoff fK values of 10 and 100 to evaluate the performance
of REPdenovo on different parameters. We thereafter mainly use fK = 10 unless
otherwise stated.
2.4 Results
The results section is organized as follows: First, we evaluate the performance of REP-
denovo using sequence reads from four human individuals. We show that the found
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repeats are likely to be real and many are absent from the human reference genome.
Then, by comparing with repeat annotations stored in existing repeat libraries and
latest long human sequence reads, we identify and validate a set of potentially novel
repeats in the human genome that are not included in existing repeat annotations.
At last, we show REPdenovo outperforms RepARK in terms of the accuracy and
completeness of the constructed repeats.
2.4.1 Constructed human repeats are likely to be real
Classification of constructed repeats. We use REPdenovo to construct consensus
repeats from reads data of the human individual NA12889. For each repeat, we
address the following two questions:
1. Is the repeat mappable to the human reference genome?
2. Can the repeat find homologs in a NCBI Blastn search?
In general, if a repeat can be mapped to the human reference, the repeat is more
likely to be real (i.e. not introduced by assembly artifact). Since many existing meth-
ods rely on the reference genome in repeat analyses, reads identified from reference
genomes are likely to be incorporated in such analyses (e.g., in Repbase). Novel re-
peats (i.e, not previously reported in humans) in contrast are not mappable to the
human reference. However, inferred new repeats that do not map to the genome may
in reality be assembly artifacts. In order to identify repeats that are more likely to
be real, we search for homologs of the each consensus repeat using NCBI Blastn. If
the consensus repeat is represented in the nt NCBI database it is unlikely to be an
assembly artifact.
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For NA12889, 5,479 out of 6,200 for fk = 10, and 589 out of 669 for fk = 100, es-
timated repeats from REPdenovo are mappable to the human genome. Furthermore,
190 out of 721 for fk = 10, and 78 out of 80 for fk = 100 can find high quality NCBI
Blastn hits even when they are not mappable to the human reference (see Table 2.4.1
for details). This suggests that the vast majority of constructed repeats are real and
not assembly artifacts. It also suggests the possibility that a significant number of
human repeats may be absent from the current human genome reference.
Table 2.4.1: The number of classified repeats constructed by REPdenovo on four
different human individuals for fK = 10 and 100. Classified into: (i) mappable to the
reference genome, (ii) unmappable to the reference but have NCBI Blastn hits, and (iii)
unmappable to the reference and no NCBI Blastn hits. The repeats in (ii) and (iii) may
potentially be previously unknown repeats.
fK Individuals Mappable Unmappable Total
NCBI Blastn hits No NCBI Blastn hits
10 NA12889 5,479 190 531 6,200
NA18641 5,626 189 764 6,579
NA19206 6,055 150 603 6,808
HG01890 5,606 171 691 6,468
100 NA12889 589 78 2 669
NA18641 610 83 8 701
NA19206 646 57 11 714
HG01890 609 80 6 695
Length distribution of matched repeats. Fig. 2.4.1 shows the length distribution
of the human repeats that are either mappable to the reference or have good NCBI
Blastn hits for fK = 10 and 100. The solid bars show the matching length distribution
for repeats that are mappable to the reference. The bars with patterns are for those
not mappable to the reference but having good NCBI Blastn hits. Most repeats have
matching ratios of 100% or nearly 100% (i.e. the entire repeat can be mapped) for
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Figure 2.4.1: Distribution of repeat matching lengths relative to their total length for
fK = 10 and fK = 100. Solid bars: repeats mappable to the reference genome. Bars with
patterns: repeats unmapped to reference and having NCBI Blastn hits. The figure shows
the relative matching length as the mapping ratio (0%-100%), which is the ratio between
the length of mapped part and total length of the repeat. A majority of constructed
repeats can match fully to the reference genome or have NCBI Blastn hits.
both reference matching and NCBI Blastn hits. That is, when a repeat is matched,
it is quite likely the whole repeat can be matched to the reference genome or to the
NCBI nt database. This suggests assembly accuracy of the constructed repeats may
be high.
REPdenovo constructs repeats with high copy numbers and low sequence
divergence. REPdenovo works better for low divergent than for high divergent
repeats. To illustrate this, we show a distribution of constructed repeats as a function
of copy number and repeat divergence in Fig. 2.4.2. We use matching cutoff 0.0
when comparing with Repbase repeats. To get the copy number and divergence of
repeats, we use UCSC annotation (103), which utilizes a copy number generated by
RepeatMasker. There are 1,119 human repeats in Repbase. Here, we only use 1,001
repeats out of all repeats which exist in the UCSC annotation. 283 out of the 1,001
repeats have a hit among the constructed repeats. From Fig. 2.4.2, it is clear that
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Figure 2.4.2: Hits of Repbase repeats found by REPdenovo. X axis: divergence rate
(mismatches per 1,000 bases) of repeats given by Repbase. Y axis: number of copies from
the UCSC genome browser annotation. Dots: Repbase repeats. Red dots: hits found by
REPdenovo. Blue dots: repeats not found by REPdenovo.
most of the hits are on repeats of low divergence and high copy number.
Consistency of different human individuals. To evaluate the consistency of
REPdenovo, we use REPdenovo to construct repeats from four human individuals
using data from the 1000 Genomes Project. The results are shown in Table 2.4.1. It
can be seen that the numbers of repeats in different categories are overall consistent
for different individuals for both fK = 10 and fK = 100 cases. Differences might
reflect the variations in repeats in different human individuals, differences in read
quality and sequencing depth between individuals.
2.4.2 Comparison to Repbase and RepeatMasker and finding
novel repeats in human genome
One of our main goals is finding novel human repeats that are previously unknown.
For this purpose, we first map the constructed repeats to human reference. As ex-
pected, repeats that are mapped to the reference are more likely to find matches in
Repbase. Repeats unmappable to human reference may be novel. We rely on two
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means to validate whether a repeat is novel: (i) perform NCBI Blastn search: a repeat
with good hits is likely to be real; (ii) compare with the latest long human reads: if
a repeat matches the long reads data, it is likely to be real.
Repeats with Repbase hits and/or masked by RepeatMasker. Table 2.4.2
shows the overall results on the number of constructed repeats. For both mappable
and unmappable repeats, first we examine whether the repeats can find matches in
Repbase. Then we run RepeatMasker on the inferred repeats to examine whether the
repeats can be classified into a particular type. Here, the matching cutoff for NCBI
Blastn is 0.0, and is also 0.0 for both Repbase hits and “masked” by RepeatMasker.
As expected, repeats mappable to the reference are more likely to find matching
Repbase repeats, while unmappable repeats have no Repbase hits. RepeatMasker
can give results on many repeats, although sometimes only small parts of repeats can
be masked.
Table 2.4.2: Numbers of repeats that hit Repbase (with matching cutoff 0.0) and
masked by RepeatMasker (with matching cutoff 0.0). We classify the repeats based on
whether they are mappable to the human reference and whether they have matches in
Repbase. Masked: RepeatMasker can classify the repeat. Unmasked: RepeatMasker
cannot classify the repeat.
fK Mappable to reference Unmappable to reference
Hit Repbase No-hit Repbase Hit Repbase No-hit Repbase
Masked UnMasked Masked UnMasked Masked Unmasked Masked Unmasked
10 3,426 26 1,239 788 0 0 683 38
Potentially novel repeats in human. There are 190 repeats for NA12889 in
Table 2.4.1 that do not have significant hits on the human reference (GRCh37) but
find significant and nearly complete hits in NCBI Blastn. In Table 2.4.3 (the first
column) we give out a detailed statistic of these hits. Note that, one repeat may have
more than one hits and here only the top one (blast with option “-max target seqs
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1”) is used. We believe that these 190 repeats are potentially novel repeats in human,
although some may be assembly artifacts. We run Blast on these 190 repeats against
the constructed repeats of the other three individuals. Out of the 190 repeats, 152, 156
and 157 repeats can find Blast hits on NA18641, NA19206 and HG01890, respectively.
We also run RepeatMasker on these 190 repeats. Among the 190 repeats, 129 are
masked, and among these, 101 are identified to be “Satellite repeat”, 25 are “Simple
repeat”, and three are “centromeric”. We note that RepeatMasker tends to mask the
shorter ones among these 190 repeats. This is illustrated in Table 2.4.4. Note that
fewer repeats are masked by RepeatMasker than those in Table 2.4.2 because here
we require near complete matching when running RepeatMasker.
Table 2.4.3: Classification of the 190 un-mappable repeats with NCBI Blastn hits. The
numbers in parentheses are the numbers of repeats in each category.
NCBI Blastn hit description All (190) Long read reference hits (164) Masked (129)
Epstein-Barr virus 2 0 0
Homo FOSMID clone 8 8 4
Homo BAC clone 8 8 2
Homo related 35 33 29
Gossypium hirsutum clone 2 2 0
Haemonchus placei genome 51 51 50
Human herpesvirus 19 0 0
Onchocerca flexuosa genome 6 5 3
Protopolystoma xenopodis genome 18 18 5
Spirometra erinaceieuropaei genome 40 38 36
Toxoplasma gondii ME49 1 1 0
Compare novel repeats with long reads data. To further validate that the
190 repeats indeed are present in the human genome, we compare them against the
Pacific-Bio long reads released in (104). These reads are generated from a human
hydatidiform mole cell line (CHM1) from SMRT sequencing (104). As the error rate
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Table 2.4.4: Length distribution of the 190 potentially novel repeats. The numbers in
parentheses are the numbers of repeats in each category. For each range of repeat lengths,
the number is the percentage of repeats falling in the range.
length All (190) Mappable to long reads reference Masked by RepeatMasker
Yes (164) No (26) Yes (129) No (61)
100-300 79.4 87.8 27.0 86.8 63.9
301-500 9.5 9.2 11.6 9.3 9.9
501-750 1.1 0.6 3.8 0.8 1.6
751-1,000 2.6 2.4 3.8 3.1 1.6
1,001-1,500 0.5 0 3.8 0 1.6
1,501-2,000 1.1 0 7.7 0 3.3
2,001-5,000 1.1 0 7.7 0 3.3
5,001-50,000 4.7 0 34.6 0 14.8
of the Pacific-Bio reads is usually high, we use the released error-corrected reads
which are corrected by a multiple read alignment procedure. 164 and 161 out of the
190 repeats match one or more of the Pacific-Bio reads with matching cutoff 0.85 and
0.95, respectively.
There are two recently released human reference genomes based on Pacific-Bio
reads, and we also Blast the 190 novel repeats against these. One reference is directly
assembled from Pacific-Bio reads (104), while the other is based on extending the
gaps in GRCh37 using Pacific-Bio reads (105). We get different results when blasting
the repeats against these two references. For the directly assembled reference (104),
we find 164 hits with matching cutoff 0.85, while for the patched reference (105) we
only find 1 hit using the same cutoff. It is possible that the reference constructed by
GRCh37 has missed some hard-to-assemble regions.
There are 531 repeats in Table 2.4.1 for NA12889 that cannot map to the reference
and have no NCBI Blastn hits. We also Blast these 531 repeats against the corrected
long reads. 18 and 16 out of the 531 repeats match at least one long read with
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matching cutoff 85% and 95%, respectively. Thus, there appears indeed to be a small
number of novel valid repeats even among the ones that do not have a significant
NCBI Blastn hit.
Overall, the fact that a majority of repeats match at least one Pacific-Bio read with
at least 95% identity across the entire repeat sequence provides additional support for
our belief that the majority of inferred reads are real and are not assembly artifacts.
However, we note that this does not completely rule out the possibility of assembly
errors.
Further analysis of potentially novel repeats in Human. Among the 26 repeats
with no long reads hits, but with significant NCBI Blastn hits, the average NCBI
Blastn identity is 99.5%. Average coverage (alignment length/repeat length) is 98.5%.
The largest E-value of the 26 repeats is 2.0e-49 and 17 repeats have E-value reported
to be 0.0. We also note that the average length of the 26 repeats is 7,988 bp, while
the average length of all 190 repeats is 1,266 bp (see Table 2.4.4). This may suggest
that the long repeats are poorly assembled even in the Pacific-Bio reference genome.
We classify all 190 potentially new repeats according to whether they find matches
in the new reference sequence or are masked by RepeatMasker in Table 2.4.3. The
general pattern mirrors that for the 26 repeats with not long read hits. However, we
now observe an increased proportion of repeats that previously have been classified
as human, for example to sequenced BAC clones that are not incorporated into an
assembly. We also observe an increase in hits to specific blood parasites, particularly
Haemonchus placei and Spirometra erinaceieuropaei.
We see that a substantial proportion of the hits are viral. The EBV virus is
not surprising as it has been used to transfect the sequenced cell lines. Matches to
other viruses (e.g., herpes virus) may be caused by contamination of the sequencing
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libraries or the cell cultures or by homology with the transfecting virus. We note that
three herpesvirus have high sequence homology with parts of two EBV virus. We
also note that there is no hits to the long reads reference for the repeats among the
viruses. This supports our hypothesis that these repeats in fact reflect homolgy with
transfecting viruses or contamination.
The remaining hits are all blood parasites. It is likely that these are real repeats
that have been incorporated into the parasite assemblies by error, as sequencing of
parasites typically is based on samples contaminated with the host DNA, which can be
removed by filtering. However, if the host reference sequence is missing the sequence
motif, such filtering may fail. Repeats motif not present in the reference genome of
the host and not caught by RepeatMasker are likely to fall into this category.
We take a closer look at the 26 repeats that do not hit the new long reads reference.
Table 2.4.5 shows the top hits from NCBI Blastn for these 26 repeats, and the number
of repeats masked (all are masked as “Simple repeats”) by RepeatMasker for each
type. The numbers inside parentheses are the number of occurrences of the repeats
of the specific types.
Table 2.4.5: Classification of the 26 (out of the 190 potentially novel repeats) repeats
that have no Blast hits on long reads reference. The numbers in parentheses are the
numbers of repeats in each category.
NCBI Blastn hit description All (26) Masked (18)
Homo sapiens isolate satellite 2 2
Human herpesvirus 19 11
Onchocerca flexuosa genome 1 1
Spirometra erinaceieuropaei genome 2 2
Epstein-Barr virus 2 2
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2.4.3 Comparison of assembly quality of REPdenovo and
RepARK
We compare REPdenovo to RepARK repeat assemblies by comparing both to the
repeats represented in Repbase (87). In the following, “hits” refer to constructed
repeats that are represented in Repbase, and we use the following metrics to compare
REPdenovo to RepARK:
1. The number of Repbase hits with > 85% sequence identity across the length of
the Repbase represented repeat sequence.
2. Average Repbase coverage. For a Repbase hit, this is the average fraction of
the Repbase repeat covered by the assembled sequence. For a single position
of a hit, there can be multiple assembled repeats covering it. When calculating
the average coverage, we use the set of non-overlapping assembled repeats that
achieve the largest coverage. This statistic can be computed by a simple greedy
algorithm.
3. Average Repbase coverage by the longest assembled repeat. One repeat in
Repbase may be covered by several constructed repeats. When calculating the
average coverage, we choose the longest one. This statistic is used to examine
how well the methods can construct long repeats (not just fragments of repeats).
4. N50 of the assembled repeats.
We run REPdenovo and RepARK with same kmer frequency and assembly pa-
rameters (both use velvet (131) as the assembler). The results of REPdenovo and
RepARK on individual NA12889 are given in Table 2.4.6. REPdenovo outperforms
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Table 2.4.6: Assembly quality comparison of REPdenovo and RepARK. N : the number
of assembled contigs. Nh: the number of complete Repbase hits from the N repeats (with
85% coverage cutoff). C: average coverage of hits. Cm: maximum coverage of hits by
single assembled repeats. N50: N50 of assembled repeats.
fK Method N Nh C Cm N50
10 REPdenovo 6,200 91 0.88 0.53 3,141
RepARK 7,894 1 0.74 0.06 116
RepARK in all quality metrics. In particular, REPdenovo can assemble longer re-
peats while RepARK tends to assemble smaller fragments of repeats. REPdenovo
also achieves higher average coverage of Repbase repeats than RepARK. The N50
of REPdenovo assembled repeats is about 27 times of that of RepARK assembled
repeats. As an example, we use one Repbase repeat, AluYd3, for an illustration.
This is shown in Fig. 2.4.3, generated by mapping the assembled repeats on Repbase
repeats and then visualizing with the program IGV (106). The length of the AluYd3
repeat is approximately 270 bp. In this case REPdenovo almost assembles the com-
plete repeat while RepARK only assembles two small fragments. This illustrates the
stark difference in completeness and length of constructed repeats between the two
methods as measured by N50 and other statistics.
To further compare the performance of REPdenovo and RepARK, we run REPde-
novo and RepARK on four 1000 Genomes individuals: NA12889, HG01890, NA18641
and NA19206. We use Blast to identify matches in Repbase and investigate how well
long repeats are constructed with matching cutoff tL.
Table 2.4.7 shows the repeat assembly performance on all four individuals (in-
cluding NA12889). We can see that results from REPdenovo overall keep consistent
as the matching cutoff tL changes from 0.0 to close to 1.0 (by default, tL is chosen
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Figure 2.4.3: Assembled repeats matching AluYd3 (a Repbase repeat) by REPdenovo
(bottom panel) and RepARK (top panel). The matched assembled repeats are shown on
their mapped positions where the AluYd3 consensus repeat sequence serves as the
reference.
to be 0.85). Also, REPdenovo outperforms RepARK in terms of the completeness
and the number of long repeats constructed. This is benefit from the assembling raw
contigs and filtering steps. As copies of a repeat are diverged from each other, lots
of short pieces (of copies) will be assembled because of the variations on the copies,
and assembling these raw contigs will help to construct the complete repeats, while
RepARK only reports these pieces. Thus, REPdenovo works better for construct-
ing more diverged repeats. However, it is still possible for REPdenovo to wrongly
assemble contigs, even though there is a filtering step.
2.4.4 Running time
For a small genome and low-coverage sequence data, REPdenovo usually runs fast.
It takes about 19 hours (including the k-mer counting time) to analyze the human
individual NA12889 (read length 100bp with read depth 7.2X) on a 3.2 GHz eight
core Xeon X5482 computer with 32G of memory.
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Table 2.4.7: The number of repeats in Repbase that match (over the minimum
threshold tL) one de novo repeat. The numbers outside and side the parentheses are
REPdenovo and RepARK results, respectively. tL: matching cutoff.
fK tL NA12889 HG01890 NA18641 NA19206
10 0.95 86 (1) 81 (0) 84 (0) 84 (1)
10 0.85 91 (1) 87 (0) 94 (0) 94 (1)
10 0.75 102 (1) 100 (1) 104 (1) 102 (3)
10 0.5 141 (9) 138 (10) 135 (12) 139 (12)
10 0.0 295 (278) 307 (294) 312 (293) 313 (296)
2.5 Discussions and Conclusion
In this chapter, we develop REPdenovo, a new repeat analysis approach that recon-
structs repeat sequences from raw sequence reads and does not rely on prior knowledge
of repeats. REPdenovo can be applied to genomes that have been sequenced but for
which no good reference genomes and repeat annotations are available. REPden-
ovo improves upon a previous approach, RepARK, by providing better assemblies of
repeat consensus sequences in terms of completeness and number of long repeats con-
structed, as demonstrated by our analyses of human annotated repeats. REPdenovo
can assemble full (or nearly full) repeat consensus repeats, while RepARK usually
only produces small fragments of long repeats (see Table 2.4.6 and Table 2.4.7). This
is especially important for downstream analyses of the identified repeat sequences.
While REPdenovo may only identify recently expanded repeat families, these are
also the families that are of greatest interest in comparative studies, as older repeats
tend to be shared among species.
Like most bioinformatics tools, REPdenovo requires specification of several pa-
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rameters, which can significantly affect the results. The most important parameter
is the relative k-mer frequency cutoff fK , which specifies the lowest k-mer frequency
that a k-mer is considered to be frequent and assembled. The default value of fK is
10, which means the frequency of a frequent k-mer is over 10 times of the read depth.
When a higher value is used for fK , fewer repeats will be assembled. Also, the running
time of REPdenovo will increase when fK decreases. Another important parameter is
LK , the length of k-mers. There is no rigorous way for choosing a single value of LK .
Shorter k-mers are more robust against variations within repeats but may give less
accurate assemblies due to ambiguity in assembly process. Longer k-mers may give
more accurate assemblies but may miss some segments that contain more variations
within the repeats. Thus, REPdenovo uses multiple LK values when assembling raw
contigs, while RepARK only uses a fixed LK value (i.e. 30). Table 2.5.1 shows the
number of repeats in Repbase that match (over the minimum threshold 0.85) one de
novo repeat for different LK . The results show that different LK values may generate
different sets of repeats, and combining these repeats may provide more accurately
assembled repeats.
Table 2.5.1: The number of repeats in Repbase that match (over the minimum threshold
0.85) one de novo repeat for different k-mer length LK . By default, REPdenovo use
different k-mer length (29,39, and 49) together, and its result is marked as “Combined”.
LK 21 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 99 Combined
Hit Repbase 13 49 61 71 75 71 54 57 46 91
We applied the method to human data and identified 190 potentially new repeats.
We note that top Blast hits are non-human for some REPdenovo assembled repeats.
For example, the top two hits for one assembled human repeat from NA12889 are for
Onchocerca Flexuosa (a deer parasite) and Protopolystoma Xenopodis (an amphibian
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parasite). We also find the assembled repeats that have top Blast hits (with 100%
coverage) on Onchocerca Flexuosa and Protopolystoma Xenopodis exist in the other
three human individuals as well. One explanation is that there are homologous repeats
with high sequence identity between humans and the parasites, perhaps because these
are sequences that have jumped genomically, through unknown mechanisms, between
hosts and parasites. A more likely explanation is that these are repeats caused by
human contamination in the parasite sequencing projects.
Moreover, the newly available long Pacific-Bio reads provided additional support
that the novel human repeats we constructed may indeed be real. For the 190 poten-
tially novel human repeats, 129 repeats are masked by RepeatMasker to be mostly




An Improved Approach for
Reconstructing Consensus Repeats
from Short Sequence Reads
3.1 Introduction
Constructing consensus repeats is necessary for genome annotation, repeat masking,
and repeats evolution studies. There are tools designed for constructing consen-
sus repeats from reference or draft genomes, like RepeatScout (89), PILER(31) and
phRAIDER (90). One limitation of these tools is that they all require high quality
draft or reference genomes to construct consensus repeats. However, for complex (e.g.
highly repetitive) genomes or genomes from some recently sequenced species, there
are only low quality assembled genomes available and often no existing annotated
repeat libraries. Thus, it is useful to develop tools for analyzing repeats directly from
short reads, without the need of high quality reference or draft genomes. Recently, we
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developed REPdenovo (50), a computational approach for constructing repeats di-
rectly from short sequence reads. However, REPdenovo doesn’t work well for highly
divergent or low copy number repeats.
In the chapter, we propose an improved method for reconstructing repeat elements
from short reads. Similar to the original REPdenovo, our new method also finds and
assembles these highly frequent k-mers to form consensus repeat sequences. Here are
the two main improvements over the original REPdenovo:
• Our new method uses more repeat-related k-mers than the original REPdenovo
for repeat assembly, and can assemble longer consensus repeats.
• Our new method runs a randomized algorithm to generate more accurate con-
sensus k-mers than the original REPdenovo. This improves the quality of the
assembled repeats.
Comparing to the original REPdenovo and RepARK, our new method can con-
struct more fully assembled repeats in Repbase on both Human and Arabidopsis data,
especially for higher divergent, lower copy number and longer repeats. We also apply
the new method on Hummingbird data, which has no existing repeat library. Most of
the repeats constructed by our new method for Hummingbird can be fully aligned to
PacBio long reads. Many of these repeats are long. More than half of the Humming-
bird repeats are masked by RepeatMasker, which suggests that our assembly works
well. Moreover, many of the assembled repeats are likely to be novel because there are
no matches in RepBase, which suggests these may be present in only Hummingbird
or its close related species.
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3.2 Method
Similar to the original REPdenovo, our new method assembles consensus repeats
directly from sequence reads. The high-level procedure is shown in Figure 4.2.1. In
the following, we first provide a brief description on the repeat assembly procedure
with frequent k-mers that is used by the original REPdenovo. We then illustrate
the key technical problems that make the original REPdenovo perform poorly on
highly divergent and low copy number repeats. We present two approaches that are
implemented by our new method. These approaches allow better construction of
highly divergent or low copy number repeats.
3.2.1 Repeat assembly from frequent k-mers
For completeness, we provide a brief introduction on repeat assembly from frequent
k-mers. Repeats usually have many copies in the genome. For low divergent and
high copy number repeats, k-mers generated from copies of the same repeat at the
same position will be identical with high probability. Thus the frequencies of such
k-mers will be higher than those of k-mers from non-repetitive regions. Thus, with
given cutoff (say n times of the average k-mer frequency, where n can be viewed
as the copy number), these highly frequent k-mers from repeats can be identified,
while the less frequent k-mers will be discarded since they are unlikely to come from
repeats. Now if we view the repeats as “genomes” and the frequent k-mers are the
“reads” as in genome assembly, the repeats can be assembled from these frequent
k-mers using standard genome assembly tools such as Velvet (131). This is the key
observation of RepARK and the original REPdenovo. However, in practice complete
consensus repeat sequences can rarely be assembled in this way. This is because the
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Figure 3.2.1: High-level procedure of improved repeat construction. Thick bars: genomic
sequences. Yellow thick bars: repeat copies. Colored squares within thick bars: mutations
(substitutions and indels) within repeats. Thin bars: k-mers. There are six main steps.
(a) K-mer counting for the reads. (b) Find the highly frequent k-mers and k-mers with
intermediate frequencies according to a user-specified cutoff on k-mer frequency. (c) Find
repeat-related k-mers by aligning those k-mers of intermediate frequencies to highly
frequent k-mers. (d) Improve k-mer quality with a consensus-based approach. (e)
Assemble the improved k-mers. (f) Merge contigs that have reliable prefix-suffix overlap.
variations on repeat copies and also read errors make the repeat copies divergent
from the consensus. As the result, even for low divergent repeats, usually only short
contigs can be directly assembled. Figure 3.2.2 (b) shows one such situation. The
improvement made by the original REPdenovo is that it performs a second-round
assembly: it tries to assemble short contigs to form longer consensus repeats based
on reliable prefix-suffix matches of the contigs. Refer to (50) for more details.
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3.2.2 The difficulty of assembling highly divergent repeat re-
gions
The main problem with the original REPdenovo is that it cannot fully assemble
highly divergent or low copy repeats. Even when a long repeat is overall of low
divergence, there may still be regions with high divergence rate. In this case, the
original REPdenovo also cannot assemble the high divergent regions within a repeat.
There are two reasons. First, when the repeat divergence rate is high or the copy
number is low for a region, k-mers originated from the this region will likely be of low
frequency and thus are discarded. As a result, when repeat assembly is performed,
only fragments of repeats will be obtained since k-mers from the highly divergent
regions are missing. Moreover, even though some k-mers from highly divergent regions
are present in repeat assembly, it is still challenging to assemble whole repeats. This
is because contigs may break at regions with sequence variations. In Figure 3.2.2 we
show two examples to illustrate these two issues. First, we obtain highly frequent
(at 10 times of the average k-mer frequency) 30-mers from real reads of one human
individual NA19239. Then we align these 30-mers to the human consensus repeats
released in Repbase. Two alignment cases on repeats “LTR2B” and “LTR10C” are
shown in Figure 3.2.2 through IGV (106). The left alignment is for “LTR2B” with
length 490bp. Apparently, there are two gaps with very low or no k-mer mapped,
which will cause the assembly of this repeat to have at least 3 segments. The right
alignment is for “LTR10C” which has more variations (the colored bars). When there
are variations, genome assemblers e.g. Velvet (131) usually construct contigs that are
short and fragmented.
In order to assemble repeats with higher divergence rates, we need to find more
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Figure 3.2.2: Illustration of two example repeats that are not fully constructed by the
original REPdenovo. Highly frequent 30-mers of one human individual NA19230 are
aligned to the human consensus repeats in Repbase. The left part (a) shows the
alignments on repeat “LTR2B”. Two gaps are formed when 30-mers originated from highly
divergent regions have low frequencies due to repeat copy divergence. The right part (b)
shows the alignments on repeat “LTR10C”. The colored bars are variations on copies. The
assembled contigs are fragmented because the 30-mers are of highly divergence.
repeat-related k-mers that originate from highly divergent repeat regions. In the fol-
lowing, we first describe a new method for finding such less frequent repeat-related
k-mers. We then use these repeat-related k-mers to improve the quality of the assem-
bled repeats.
3.2.3 Mapping-based alignment for finding more repeat-related
k-mers
We now focus on assembling repeats that have higher divergences and/or lower copy
numbers than those constructed by the original REPdenovo. Many k-mers from
highly divergent regions may have relatively low frequencies. These k-mers are then
discarded and are not included for repeat assembly. A main observation is that these
discarded repeat-related k-mers usually have high sequence identity with some repeat-
related k-mers with high-frequency. Recall that k-mers with high frequencies are likely
to come from some repeats. Thus, if a k-mer is similar to some highly frequent k-mer,
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this is an indication that this k-mer is also related to some repeat. Therefore, we can
compare the sequences of all the discarded k-mers with the highly frequent k-mers.
If a discarded k-mer has reliable prefix-suffix match with some highly frequent k-mer,
this k-mer should be kept for repeat assembly. However, direct comparison of all pairs
of lower frequency and high-frequent k-mers using dynamic programming is infeasible
empirically. This is because the number of lower frequency k-mers can be very large
(usually in millions), and there can also be many highly frequent k-mers.
To develop a practical method, we take the following “mapping-based alignment”
approach. The key idea is creating a “reference k-mer genome” by concatenating all
the high-frequent k-mers. We then view the less frequent k-mers as “reads”. The
reads mapping tool BWA (99) is used to align these “reads” to the reference k-mer
genome. The mapped k-mers are kept for repeat assembly. This is shown in step
(c) of Figure 4.2.1. This approach works because we only want to find k-mers that
have high sequence similarity with some high-frequent k-mers. Our experience shows
that reads mapping tools work well for this purpose. The main benefit of mapping-
based alignment is that it allows small insertions and deletions, and thus can find
more repeat-related k-mers. We only consider the lower frequency k-mers that are of
intermediate frequency (by default three times or more over the read depth). This not
only speeds up the computation and also reduces false positives. This is because k-
mers from highly divergent parts of repeats still tend to have frequencies higher than
average. BWA “mem” is used with option “-T” to set the minimum score for the
alignments. Since we want to avoid false positives, we use no penalty for mismatch,
gap open, gap extension and mismatch, and set k−5 as the minimum score by default
for reads mapping. This step can be performed iteratively if users want to construct
more fully constructed repeats. Note that this step may introduce some unrelated
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k-mers and lead to false positives in repeat assembly. Thus, there is a trade-off in
determining how many times this step is run. The mapped k-mers are merged with
the highly frequent k-mers and are used as input of the next step.
3.2.4 K-mer polishing
As illustrated in Figure 3.2.2 (b), k-mers from repeat copies with variations can often
only be assembled to form short contigs. If there are only mismatches on the two
k-mers from the same position of two repeat copies, most positions of the two k-mers
are still the same. We call these two k-mers “end-to-end” matched. Now suppose
there is a single inserted (or deleted) base at the beginning of a k-mer. Then k-mers
started from the insertion (or deletion) will be “end-to-end” matched with the k-mer
from the other copy that is one base left (or right). “End-to-end” match can be used
to generate the consensus k-mers. Consensus k-mers can be more reliable to use for
repeat assembly for highly divergent repeats.
Given the merged k-mers (highly frequent and also the mapped intermediate fre-
quent k-mers) generated by mapping-based alignment, a randomized algorithm is
used to generate the “end-to-end” matches. For two k-mers with length k, we ran-
domly pick h bases from the same positions of the two k-mers. If the chosen h-mers
are the same, then the two k-mers will be considered as “end-to-end” matched. This
procedure runs for n times to guarantee the two “end-to-end” matched k-mers are
grouped together. Here, we require at least one match between the two h-mers out
of n times to group the two k-mers. Given the values for n, k, h, the probability p of
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two k-mers being grouped is:








Here e is the allowed edit distance between two “end-to-end” matched k-mers. By
default, the value of e is set to 1, that is, we allow one mismatch, insertion or deletion
in one k-mer. This is reasonable because usually k is not large (less than 100).
When matched k-mers are found, we use a weighted voting method for construct-
ing the consensus k-mer. For each position, each k-mer votes for one of the four
possible bases with weight f , where f is the frequency of the k-mer. The base with
maximum votes is chosen as the base at that position. The maximum vote out of
all positions is considered as the final frequency of the consensus k-mer. This step is
implemented in the popular map-reduce way for efficient processing: first we parti-
tion the k-mer file into several parts, and then run the polishing step for each part.
Finally we merge the results of each partition.
3.3 Results
To evaluate the performance of the new method, we compare it against the origi-
nal REPdenovo and RepARK on Human and Arabidopsis thaliana data. These two
species are well studied and have good quality of annotation, which can provide bench-
mark for our comparison. We use the repeat libraries of these two species released
in Repbase (87) as the benchmark. Short sequence reads of one human individual
NA19239 from the 1000 Genomes Project (28) is used. The read depth is around 6X
with read length 100bp. For Arabidopsis thaliana, the F1 sample released in (26)
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is used with read depth 10X and read length 250bp. We compare the divergence
rate, copy number and repeat length of the constructed repeat elements. To get the
divergence rate and copy number of repeats, we use UCSC annotations (41), which
utilizes copy numbers generated by RepeatMasker. We also apply the new method
to infer the repeat elements of Hummingbird. There is no existing repeat library for
Hummingbird, but there are recently sequenced PacBio long reads (36) which can
be used to validate the constructed repeats. For Hummingbird, we use the short
sequence reads released in the GeneBank (accession number SRR943146), where the
average coverage is around 20X with read length 101bp.
3.3.1 Comparison with Human and Arabidopsis data
We evaluate the performance of the two versions of REPdenovo and RepARK by
comparing the assembled repeats from these tools with the consensus repeats released
in Repbase. There are 1,119 and 525 consensus repeats for Human and Arabidopsis
thaliana respectively. In the following, “hits” refers to constructed repeats that are
present in Repbase. We use the following metrics previously used in(50) to compare
the two versions of REPdenovo to RepARK:
1. The number of Repbase hits with > 85% sequence identity across the length of
the Repbase consensus repeat sequence.
2. Average Repbase coverage. For a Repbase hit, this is the average fraction of
the Repbase repeat covered by the assembled sequence. We use the set of non-
overlapping assembled repeats that achieve the largest coverage.
3. Average Repbase coverage by the longest assembled repeat. One repeat in
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Repbase may be covered by several constructed repeats. When calculating the
average coverage, we choose the longest one.
In Table 3.3.1 we show the detailed comparison of the three methods on human
and Arabidopsis thaliana data. Besides the three metrics, we also show the number of
repeats in Repbase that are partially (no identity threshold requirement) constructed.
The results show that both versions of REPdenovo outperform RepARK on both the
number of hit Repbase repeats and the average covered repeat length. In comparison,
the original REPdenovo fully constructs 89 (out of the 220 hits) and 11 (out of the
68 hits) repeats in Repbase for human and Arabidopsis respectively. And the new
version of REPdenovo fully reconstructs 108 (out of the 332 hits) and 24 (out of the
102 hits) repeats in Repbase for Human and Arabidopsis respectively. Therefore, our
new method significantly outperforms the original REPdenovo in terms of the number
of fully constructed repeats.
Note that the Cavg and Cm values for the original REPdenovo are slightly larger
than the improved version. This is mainly because the new method reports more re-
peats than the original REPdenovo. Our experience shows that the new method tends
to construct copies of the same repeat with different variations and thus construct
more repeats in general than the original REPdenovo. We provide more information
in the Discussion section.
3.3.2 Comparison between the two versions of REPdenovo
In Section 3.2 we show the new method can find more k-mers originated from the
repeat regions than the original REPdenovo. As a result, it can construct not only
higher diverged regions, but also less frequent repeat elements than the original REP-
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Table 3.3.1: Comparison between the two versions of REPdenovo and RepARK on both
Human and Arabidopsis thaliana data. REPdenovo*: the new method. N: the total
number of repeats constructed. Nh and N0 are the number of hit Repbase repeats with at
least 85% and 0% similarity respectively. Cavg: the average Repbase coverage which
indicates the average percent of a repeat in Repbase is covered by the constructed repeats.
Cm: the average Repbase coverage by the longest assembled repeat.
Species Methods N Nh N0 Cavg Cm
REPdenovo* 6192 108 332 0.61 0.49
REPdenovo 4648 89 220 0.66 0.55
Human RepARK 2046 1 168 0.34 0.21
REPdenovo* 808 24 102 0.42 0.31
REPdenovo 508 11 68 0.46 0.34
Arabidopsis RepARK 632 8 59 0.33 0.21
denovo. As shown in Figure 3.3.1, there are a number of low divergent but low copy
number repeats that are only constructed by our new method.
In Figure 3.3.1, we show the comparison between the two versions of REPdenovo
on the divergence rate and copy number of the constructed repeats. The bullet circle
points are the repeats constructed by both versions, while the empty circle points are
the repeats only constructed by the new method. Note that 211 repeats (out of the
332 repeats) are shown in the figure. This is because out of the 332 repeats only 211
can find the divergence rate and copy number information from the UCSC annotations
(mainly because the IDs do not match between Repbase and RepeatMasker). The
results show that most of the repeats only constructed by the new method have higher
divergence rates and are less frequent.
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Figure 3.3.1: Comparison of the fully constructed repeats in Repbase for the two version
of REPdenovo. Bullet circles: hit Repbase repeats constructed by both versions of
REPdenovo. Empty circles: hit Repbase repeats constructed only by the new version.
Figure in the left-up corner is zoomed in the red rectangle region. There are 154(out of all
the 220) bullet circles and 57 empty circles. Most of these 57 ones fall in higher divergent
and lower copy number regions (the regions of blue rectangles).
3.3.3 Repeat elements construction for Hummingbird
Our new method can be used to construct repeat elements for species that have no
existing repeat libraries or no high quality reference genomes. We apply our new
method on the Hummingbird data. 2,406 repeats are constructed. Because there
is no existing repeat library of Hummingbird to compare with, we cannot directly
validate the constructed repeats. Generally, long reads are long enough to cover most
of the repeats which provides a way to check whether the assembled repeats are real.
Thus, we run NCIB Blast on the constructed repeats to the error-corrected PacBio
long reads of Hummingbird. Out of the 2,406 repeats, 1,617 are almost fully aligned
(with similarity larger than 85%). Among these, 1,406 are perfectly fully aligned.
This indicates that most of the constructed repeats are likely to be real. In Figure
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Figure 3.3.2: Length distribution of the selected constructed Hummingbird repeats.
3.3.2 we show the length distribution of the 1,617 constructed repeats. Most of the
repeats are shorter than 1,500bp. There are 64 repeats longer than 2,000bp.
To further analyze the constructed repeats, we run RepeatMasker on the 1,617
repeats. In general, RepeatMasker relies on an external repeat library to mask the
repeats, which means it will not work for Hummingbird which has no existing repeat
library. However, homologous copies of repeats usually exist in multiple species. In
this study, we use the “Vertebrate (Other than below)” from RepeatMasker as the
DNA source to mask the constructed repeats. Out of the 1,617 repeats 928 are
masked and the rest 628 ones are unmasked. Detailed information are shown in
Table 3.3.2. Note that one repeat may have several regions and the regions may be
of different repeat families. Thus one repeat may be reported for several times with
different regions and repeat families. For the statistic in Table 3.3.2, the row marked
as “Unique” only counts those repeats with one unique masked repeat family, while
the row marked as “Dup.” allows one repeat counted for more than once. Many
of the repeats are masked as “LINE”, which is supported by the known fact that
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Table 3.3.2: Masked repeats of the 1,617 validated using long reads. For one repeat,
RepeatMasker may report several hits depending on whether the repeat is composed of
regions of different repeat types. “Unique” only counts those repeats with one unique
masked repeat family, while “Dup.” allows one repeat counted more than once.
Category LINE SINE LTR Retroposon Satellite Simple repeat Other
Unique 371 0 139 0 10 98 36
Dup. 557 6 244 0 19 216 134
“LINE” repeats widely exist in vertebrate. We believe the 628 unmasked repeats are
possibly Hummingbird-only or its close relatives, because they are of high frequency
and fully aligned to long reads but have no hits on the “Vertebrate” general library.
3.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we propose an improved method for reconstructing repeat elements
directly from short sequence reads. Our new method is able to collect more repeat-
related k-mers. Results on both Human and Arabidopsis data show that the new
method can fully construct more repeats in Repbase than the original REPdenovo
and RepARK, especially for repeats of higher divergence rates and lower copy num-
ber. In Figure 3.4.1, we show the comparison of the two versions of REPdenovo on
constructing one sample repeat “LTR2B”, which is mentioned in section 3.3.1. The
original REPdenovo generates three pieces of the repeat, while the new version con-
structs the whole repeat. We also apply the new method on Hummingbird data and
assemble 1,619 repeats that can be validated from PacBio long reads. Many of these
repeats are likely to be novel (i.e. previously not present in RepBase). We note that
long sequence reads (e.g. PacBio reads) may provide new data for repeat analysis.
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Figure 3.4.1: Comparison between the two versions of REPdenovo on constructing one
sample repeat “LTR2B”. The old version generates three pieces of the repeat, while the
new version constructs the whole repeat.
We believe that our method can still be useful for repeat analysis especially for longer
repeats even when long reads are available. For example, our method assembles 64
Hummingbird repeats that are longer than 2,000 bp, which can be difficult to analyze
even with long reads.
The new method reports more repeats than the original REPdenovo. There are
two main reasons for this increase. First, many repeats are of high divergence rate and
many constructed contigs are just fragments of one repeat. As more repeat-related
k-mers are used in assembly, many previously uncovered regions are constructed,
although many are just fragments of the repeat. The other source of more repeats by
the new method is that many repeats are just copies of the same repeat consensus. To
evaluate how many constructed repeats are from the same repeat consensus, we design
the following copy cluster algorithm: First, we check the pairwise similarity between
each two repeats, and if the similarity is larger then threshold (by default 0.85), we
view the two repeats are of the same group. Then a union find set algorithm is used
to cluster the repeats. We apply the clustering on the 6,192 constructed repeats of
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human individual NA19239, and 3,196 groups are reported. Therefore, the number




detection of mobile element
insertions from sequence reads
4.1 Introduction
In human genome, most of the TEs are inactive now, except some like Alu, L1, SVA
and HERV. We generally call these still active ones as mobile element insertions
(MEIs). Recent studies show that MEIs are found active in several types of cancers
(147; 144). Other studies show MEIs are active in neural system and possibly con-
tribute to several types neural diseases (146; 143; 139). All these indicates it is still
quite necessary to call out MEIs to help further understand the mechanisms behind.
The fast development of sequencing technologies, especially the development of
second and third generation sequencing techniques, provide big opportunities and also
challenges to study MEIs. With the amount of sequencing data generated, several
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tools (144; 83; 84; 85; 93; 86; 92) have been developed to call ME insertions and
deletions for individuals. MELT (86) is the tool used to call ME insertions in the
1000 genomes project (101; 102). MELT first collects all discordant pairs from a
WGS alignment, and aligns them to provided MEI library using a sequencing aligner.
It then goes across the reference genome and creates a list of putative MEIs based
on total read support at each putative site. MELT will then merge the initial MEI
calls across the individuals provided, and determine specific information and exact
breakpoints for each of the putative MEIs. Finally, all sites are genotyped by a
likelihood approach. Other tools use more or less the similar strategy, like RetroSeq
(83) also collects the discordant reads and one mapped the other unmapped reads.
For discordant reads it checks with a pre-annotated file to see whether one read of the
pair is aligned in a repeat region. And for one mapped the mate unmapped reads,
RetroSeq aligns the unmapped reads against a repeat library to check whether the
unmapped read is originated from a repeat. TEMP (92) uses the exact same strategy
as RetroSeq, and in addition it checks the number of clipped reads at the candidate
breakpoints to improve the accuracy. T-lex (85; 93) also check the similarity between
the unmapped reads and a ME annotation library to call the sites, besides that it
uses the ME structure features like tail-A, TSDs to improve the accuracy. There are
two main obvious drawbacks for all these tools: First, all these tools require a repeat
consensus library (and a file of repeat annotation on the reference) to check whether
the collected reads come from a repeat insertion or not. However, for most of the
species there are no or only incomplete repeat libraries available, which constrains
the widely usage of these tools. Second, even for some well studied species that have
repeat libraries for using, as all these tools needs to check the reads similarity against
the repeat consensuses, they will miss most of the high divergent ME insertions.
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In this chapter, we propose a new approach called REPdenovo-MEI for calling
mobile elements insertions with sequencing data. Comparing with existing tools, the
major differences are:
• REPdenovo-MEI does not require any repeat libraries or genome annotation
files to call MEIs. Instead of using a repeat library or genome annotation file to
check whether reads comes from repeats, we collect high frequent k-mers, and
check the reads against the high frequent k-mers to decide whether the reads
come from repeats. In addition, considering the divergence rate of repeats, a
clustering algorithm is designed to involve those low frequent k-mers, whose
edit distances from high frequent k-mers are within the given threshold. In this
way, our approach can tolerate more variations and as a result can call out more
diverged mobile element insertions.
• REPdenovo-MEI provides an option to call out the inserted sequences from
long reads. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other tool that can work
with hybrid data. In addition, if no long reads provided, REPdenovo-MEI
provides a two-stage local assembly approach that can construct the inserted
copies accurately.
• A classification based approach is designed to call the genotypes of the MEIs.
With more features collected and the advantages of machine learning approaches,
the proposed approach can call out the genotypes accurately and efficiently.




Depending on whether long reads are provided or not, there are different steps to call
the MEIs. As shown in Figure 4.2.1, we first construct the high frequent k-mer library
to replace the consensus repeat library and genome annotation files used by other
tools. This step is the major difference for REPdenovo-MEI from other tools. Then,
we call out the candidate sites from the short read alignments with the constructed
high frequent k-mer library. With the collected reads for each candidate MEI, we
design a two-stages local assembly step to construct the inserted sequences, which
can be used to classify and further “validate” the called out candidate MEIs. If long
reads are provided, users can skip the two-stages local assembly step and construct
the inserted sequences by aligning the left and right flank sequences to the long reads.
This usually can help to construct more completed inserted sequences. Then, with
the “validated” called out MEIs, REPdenovo-MEI provides a classification based
genotype calling step. In the following sections, we show the detailed procedures of
each step.
4.2.1 High frequent k-mer library construction
A key step of REPdenov-MEI is to construct the high frequent k-mer library to
replace the annotation files and consensus repeat libraries used in other tools. The
main observation is that k-mers originated from repeats are usually of high frequency,
especially for low divergent and high copy number repeats. Thus, with the given
raw reads, we first do k-mer counting using tool KMC2 (114). Then, k-mers with
frequency larger than “f” (by default 10) times the average coverage are parsed out
as the initial high frequent k-mers. One major issue for only using these initial
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Figure 4.2.1: Pipeline of REPdenovo-MEI for calling MEIs: (A) Collect repeat
associated reads by parsing the alignment files. Clipped reads and discordant reads whose
mate is uniquely mapped around the candidate sites are collected. (B) Construct the
repeat kmer library. First do kmer counting for the raw reads, and isolate the high
frequency k-mers. Then a cluster algorithm is designed to involve the low frequent k-mers
that within the given edit distance from the high frequent k-mers. (C) Check the collected
reads against the repeat kmer library to decide whether the reads are originated from the
repeats. (D) Align the two side flank regions to the long reads to get out the sequences of
the ME insertions. This is an optional step that only run when long reads are available.
high frequent k-mers is that some repeats are of high divergent or with low copy
number, and as a result k-mers originated from copies of these repeats will be of low
frequency, thus are filtered out. We observe that even though these k-mers are of low
frequent, they are usually within small edit distance from the high frequent k-mers.
Thus, a randomized algorithm is designed to recruit these low frequent but originated
from repeats k-mers. For two k-mers (with length k) are of high and low frequent
respectively, we randomly pick h bases from the same positions of the two k-mers. If
the chosen h-mers are the same, then the low frequent k-mer will be recruited. This
procedure runs for n times to guarantee the low frequent k-mer is recruited. Here,
we require at least one match between the two h-mers out of n times to recruit the
low frequent k-mer. Given the values for n, k, h, the probability p of the low frequent
k-mer being recruited is:








Here e is the allowed edit distance between the two k-mers. By default, the value of
e is set to 1, that is, we allow one mismatch, insertion or deletion in one k-mer. This
is reasonable because usually k is not large (less than 100).
The initially high frequent k-mers with the recruited low frequent k-mers together
construct the final high frequent k-mer library, which will be used to call the candidate
MEIs in the following step.
4.2.2 Calling candidate MEIs from short reads
As shown in Fig. 4.2.1 (A), when align the reads to the reference genome, if there is
one MEI happen at one site, then three types of reads will be collected near this site:
(i) Discordant paired-end reads: For two paired-end reads, if one read “A” of
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the pair originates from the MEI, while its mate “B” doesn’t, then when aligning
this pair to the reference, read “B” will be mapped to the flank region, and read
“A” will be mapped to other repeat copies, which is either in the same chromosome
far from read “B” or in a different chromosome. Thus, they become discordant pair.
To collect this pair of reads, we first require read “B” should be with high mapping
quality (by default with mapping quality 60). Then we cut read “A”to overlap k-mers
(by default concatenate k-mers shift by 1 base), and check each k-mer against the
high frequent k-mer library generated in the previous step. If most (by default over
75%)of the k-mers find match in the high frequent k-mer library, then we view read
“A” is originated from a repeat copy. In this way, we collect the discordant paired-end
reads.
(ii) One mapped and its mate unmapped: For the paired-end reads mentioned in
the type (i) section, if read “A” is originated from a MEI that has somatic mutations
happen, and if the mutation rate is high, then this read with high probability will
become unmapped. But, because our high frequent k-mer library is constructed by
recruiting low frequent k-mers, k-mers from this unmapped read will still find hit
in the k-mer library. Thus, if most (by default over 75%) of the k-mers from this
unmapped reads find hit in the high frequent k-mer library, and its mate read is
mapped with high mapping quality (by default 60), then we collect this one mapped
and the mate unmapped read pair.
(iii) Clipped mapped reads: For one read, if part of the read comes from the MEI,
while the other part is from the flank region, then when aligned to the reference, the
read will become clipped-mapped. To distinguish from other clipped-mapped reads
caused by other reasons, we check the clipped part against the high frequent k-mer
library to see whether most (by default over 75%) of the k-mers can find hit in the
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library. If most part of the clipped region find hits in the high frequent k-mer library,
then we collect this clipped mapped read, otherwise drop it.
In the implementation, we first go through the alignment file, and collect all
the clipped positions. And if some positions are only several (by default 10) bases
away, then these sites will be merged to the one with the largest number of clipped
reads. Then we keep the sites with number of supported clipped reads over given
threshold (this is user-specific parameter with default value one third of the average
coverage). For each of these parsed sites, we collect the first two types of reads, and
if the sum of the number of these two types of reads is also larger than the same
threshold, then this site will be viewed as a candidate MEI site. We view the MEI
sites as independent from each other, and thus the calling step can be implemented
in parallel. The first round of candidate sites callings is implemented in parallel
chromosome by chromosome. And the second round is implemented in parallel site
by site.
4.2.3 Constructing MEIs by local assembly
One general question for MEI analysis is to know what types are the MEIs or which
families they belong to. One straightforward way to do this is constructing the se-
quence of each MEI and comparing with consensus repeats with known family infor-
mation. We design a two stage local assembly approach to construct the MEIs with
given collected reads from the previous step.
For the first stage, for each candidate MEI, we first use KMC2 (114) to convert
the collected reads to k-mers, then we use Velvet (131) to assemble the k-mers to
contigs. This step is similar to the repeat assembly approach developed in (50). For
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the second stage, for each candiate MEI, we feed in the contigs generated in the first
stage, and perform a contig merging step to get more complete sequence. Similar
to the general genome assembly problem, contig merging can be performed based on
prefix-suffix overlap between two contigs. We use the contig merging procedure in
(50), which was originally developed for merging contigs for the repeat construction
problem. Refer to (50) for more details on this procedure. For some regions of the
MEIs, even though we have collected reads that fall into these regions, there may not
be enough reads covering these regions. As a result, when we perform local assembly
for each MEI, only short contigs (with little overlap with other contigs) are obtained
for these regions. A simple solution is that we can view these reads as contigs and
include them in the contigs merging step. To improve the merging efficiency and
accuracy, we only use the reads whose mate are uniquely (by default with mapping
quality 60) mapped.
If the users only focus on some specific type of repeat families and have consensus
repeats of these repeats, then this step can also be used as a validation step. For
each candidate MEI, we can blast the constructed sequence against the consensus
sequences, and if we found significant hits, then we will be more confirm about the
candidate site, and can directly called out as “validated” one.
4.2.4 Constructing and validating MEIs from long reads
Long reads are usually long enough to contain lots of types of repeats, which pro-
vides an option to construct more complete MEI sequences comparing to construct-
ing by local assembly from short reads. With the called out candidate MEI sites,
REPdenovo-MEI provides an option to construct the MEI sequences from long reads.
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For each candidate MEI site, we first get the left and right flank regions (by default
with length 300 bp) from the reference genome, and then we align these two flank
sequences to the long reads with tools like Minimap (145). For one MEI site, if both
the left and right flank sequences are fully mapped to one long read and these two
flank sequences are aligned apart from each other, then with high probability the
middle part between the flank regions on the long read can be viewed as the MEI
sequence. If more than n (by default 3) long reads support the same MEI site, and the
MEI sequences are similar to each other, then this site will be viewed as a “validated”
site. As mentioned in the previous section, if users can provides consensus repeats,
then REPdenovo-MEI can blast MEI sequences against these consensus sequences to
report more “validated” MEI sequences.
4.2.5 Call genotype of the MEIs
REPdenovo-MEI also provides an option to call the genotypes of each MEI. We
design a classification based approach to call the genotypes. The approach is based
on the observation that the number of each type of collected reads are different for
different genotypes. Similar approaches have been successfully used in our previous
work(142). The current version is mainly developed for human which is diploid, but
the approach can be extended to work for species with multiple haploids. So here,
we use 0, 1, 2 to represent homozygous non-insertion, heterozygous insertion and
homozygous insertion. In general, there are two main steps to call genotypes with
given MEI sizes: First, we parse features for each site. The numbers of the three types
reads mentioned in section 4.2.2 are quite different for different genotypes. Besides
these three types of reads that indicate the existence of the MEIs, there is another
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type of reads denotes the absence of the MEIs: (iv) Fully mapped reads: If the
site is not a MEI site, reads will fully mapped at the site. So, for each MEI site, we
collect these four features.
Second, we perform model training and genotype calling. All features are quan-
tified using the sequence reads for the specific individual and the MEIs for all indi-
viduals. Let K be the number of features for a MEI. We obtain a length-K vector.
We treat each such vector as a point in a K dimensional space. There are total NM
points, where N is the number of diploid individuals and M is the number of dele-
tions. Intuitively, points with the same genotype values tend to resemble each other.
So, we expect to see three categories of points, which correspond to three possible
genotypes: 0, 1 and 2. We use the support vector machine to perform classification.
In particular, we use LibSVM (141) to train models using provided training data, and
then use the trained SVM model to call genotypes of test data. The model training
usually takes two steps. First, all training data is labeled and then scaled. When
there is no validated data or labeled data provided, we can use simulated data to train
the model. A simulator is released in our program. Second, grid search and 10-cross
validation are used to find the optimal parameters, and default kernel function is used
in this procedure. Then we use the trained model to call the genotypes of the test
data. Also for training and testing, a “-b” option can be used in LibSVM to generate
the probability for each genotype.
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4.3 Results
To evaluate the performance of REPdenovo-MEI, we compare it against Melt and
RetroSeq on both simulated and real data. To test on simulated data, we remove
some known annotated TEs from the reference genome to construct a benchmarked
one, then we align reads to this revised “reference genome”, and thus these removed
TEs will be converted to insertions. Then we compare the three tools on the number
of called out “benchmarked” MEIs. To evaluate the performance of the three tools on
real data, we use the high and low coverage short reads released by Illumina and the
1000 genomes project respectively. Then long reads are used to validate the called out
MEIs. In addition, we also do further comparison of the three tools on the divergence
of the called out “validated” MEIs. We show the detailed steps in the following three
sections.
4.3.1 Comparison on simulated data
As human genome is well studied, and the reference genome is also of high quality.
So first we compare REPdenov-MEI against Melt and RetroSeq on simulated human
data. To generate the simulation data, we first need to construct a benchmarked “ref-
erence genome”, and then we can align the reads to this revised “reference genome”
to generated the simulated alignment data, which are the input of all the three tools.
As human reference genome is well annotated, we can directly remove some anno-
tated TEs from the reference genome to construct the revised one. Then we can
test how many these removed one are called out by all these three tools to evaluate
their performances. We use the annotation file on human reference GRCh38, which
is generated by RepeatMasker. As it is known that L1 and Alu repeats are still active
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in human genome, we pick two sub-family L1PA8 and AluJr to generate the revise
reference genome. We parse out 4,163 copies of L1PA8 with length larger than 400
bp, and 94,910 copies of AluJr with length larger than 150 bp from the annotation
file. One important thing is we must make sure the individual, from whom we se-
quence the reads, contains the repeat copies, thus when we move the copies from the
reference genome, the remove copies will become insertions when align the reads to
the revised “reference genome”. To check whether the individual contains the repeat
copies, we first align the reads of the individual to the original reference genome, and
check whether there are reads clipped at the boundaries of each repeat copy, and if
no clipped reads found, then we view the individual contains the repeat copy. Thus,
finally 630 and 1,016 copies of L1PA8 and AluJr are validated in this way and ran-
domly picked out respectively. So overall 1,646 repeat copies are manually removed
to construct the benchmarked “reference genome”. Human individual NA19239 is
picked as the selected individual. High coverage ( 60X) short sequencing reads of
NA19239 from Illumina are used to align to the benchmarked “reference genome”.
In addition, to evaluate the performance of different tools on low coverage data, we
down-sample the 60X data to 15X to generate low coverage data. Table 4.3.1 shows
the comparison of REPdenovo-MEI against Melt and RetroSeq on the high and low
coverage data. It shows that REPdenovo-MEI called out more MEIs than Melt and
RetroSeq on both high and low coverage data.
4.3.2 Comparison on real data
We compare REPdenovo-MEI with Melt and RetroSeq on three human individuals
NA19238, NA19239 and NA19240 (forming a trio). Both high and low coverage data
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Table 4.3.1: Compare REPdenovo-MEI against Melt and RetroSeq on simulated data.
1,646 repeat copies are removed from the human reference genome to be simulated as
MEIs in the revised “reference genome”. Two datasets of coverage 60X and 15X from
NA19239 are aligned to this revised genome.





∼60X 1,132 900 1,364
NA19239
low
∼15X 754 839 1,098
of the three individuals are used, where the high coverage data are released in the Illu-
mina platinum genomes, and the low coverage data are released in the 1000 genomes
project. The coverage is around 60X and 10X for high and low coverage datasets re-
spectively. For Melt and RetroSeq, annotation files and consensus repeats are needed.
We use the annotation file generated by RepeatMasker on human reference GRCh38.
And consensus repeats are parsed from Repbase. We use error corrected Pacbio long
reads released in (140) to validate the called out MEIs. To do validation, for each
candidate MEI, we first parse out the left and right flanks regions (by default with
length 300 bp), then we align the two flank regions to long reads using Minimap, and
if more than n (by default 3) long reads support the same MEI, then this MEI site
survives for the next round validation. Then next, we parse out the n copies from
the long reads, and run RepeatMasker for these copies. In this way, each copy from
the long read will be labeled one (or more, or unmasked) repeat family, and if all the
copies support the same repeat family, then we view the called out MEI is a “true”
MEI.
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Table 4.3.2: Comparison of REPdenovo-MEI with Melt and RetroSeq on real data.
“called” indicates how many MEIs are reported by each tool. “validated” represents the
number of MEIs are validated from Pacbio long reads. For REPdenovo-MEI, “short”
represents the results are generated only from short reads, while “hybrid” means the
results are generated with both short and long reads.
Cov. Individual
Melt RetroSeq REPdenovo-MEI
called validated called validated short hybrid validated
High
NA19238 1,772 341 18,424 200 2,487 660 504
NA19239 1,729 306 20,017 222 2,446 626 475
NA19240 1,685 327 15,749 189 2,473 643 486
Low
NA19238 49 7 194 1 71 11 9
NA19239 51 8 117 0 73 14 14
NA19240 30 2 131 0 76 12 11
Table 4.3.2 shows the performance of REPdenovo-MEI, Melt, and RetroSeq on
the high and low sequencing data. “called” indicates how many MEIs are reported
by each tool. “validated” represents the number of MEIs are validated from Pacbio
long reads. For REPdenovo-MEI, “short” represents the results are generated only
from short reads, while “hybrid” means the results are generated with both short
and long reads. On high coverage data, RetroSeq reports lots of false positives, while
Melt and REPdenovo-MEI report much less. REPdenovo-MEI calls out much more
“validated” MEIs than RetroSeq and Melt. With the filtering step from long reads,
the “hybrid” REPdenovo-MEI reports much less false positives than the “short” one.
The performance of REPdenovo-MEI, Melt and RetroSeq are all not well on low
coverage data, although REPdenovo-MEI called out more “validated” MEIs than
Melt and RetroSeq.
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Table 4.3.3: Comparison of REPdenovo-MEI against Melt and RetroSeq on the number
of called out MEIs of different divergent rates. On the NA19239 data, 306, 222, and 475
MEIs are validated for Melt, RetroSeq and REPdenovo-MEI respectively. “Divergent
rate” is generated from the mismatch rate that reported by RepeatMasker when blast the
repeat copies against the consensus.
Divergent rate Melt RetroSeq REPdenovo-MEI
0.0-1.0 137 76 139
1.0-5.0 138 75 173
5.0-10.0 14 23 50
>10.0 17 48 113
4.3.3 Comparison on called out MEI divergence
On the NA19239 data, 306, 222, and 475 MEIs are validated for Melt, RetroSeq and
REPdenovo-MEI respectively. We give further analysis on these validated MEIs of
where the differences come from. For each “validate” MEI, we use the mismatch rate
reported by RepeatMasker as their divergent rate. And thus, we can check the number
of called out MEIs at different divergent rates. In table 4.3.3, we show the number of
validated MEIs for REPdenovo-MEI, Melt and RetroSeq on different divergent rates.
The results show that REPdenovo-MEI calls out much more higher diverged MEIs
than Melt and RetroSeq.
4.4 Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter, we propose a novel approach called REPdenovo-MEI for calling MEIs
from sequencing data. Different from all the existing tools, REPdenovo-MEI does not
rely on any annotation files or repeat libraries to call MEIs. In addition, REPdenovo-
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MEI can work with both short and long reads, while to the best of our knowledge,
no other tools can do the same work. REPdenovo-MEI provides a two-stage local
assembly step to construct the MEI sequences when only short reads provided. It
also provides a classification based genotype calling step to call genotypes of the called
out MEIs. Experiments on both simulated and real data indicates REPdenovo-MEI
outperforms Melt and RetroSeq on sensitivity and specificity, especially on calling
high diverged MEIs.
The work is an ongoing project that many more experiments, such as experiments
on genotype calling and validation, novel MEIs calling on other species, and evolution




Approach for Closing Gaps on
Draft Genomes with Short
Sequence Reads
5.1 Introduction
With the fast developing high-throughput sequencing technologies, de novo genome
assembly from sequence reads has become a major application of sequencing technolo-
gies. So far many genome assembly software tools have been developed, including e.g.
(131; 111; 128; 119). As sequence data from many species is becoming increasingly
more available, draft genomes of many species have been assembled. Furthermore,
more recent sequencing technologies such as long reads sequencing are expected to
lead to even more assembled genomes with better quality than before.
Despite all these exciting developments, it is still challenging to obtain complete
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genomes with the current technologies and assembly tools, especially at regions that
are highly repetitive or have low coverage. At present, most assembled genomes con-
tain gaps. For relatively complex genomes, only draft genomes which usually contain
a large number of gaps are available. A more complete genome is highly desirable
since it leads to better annotation, less genotyping error and easier identification of
causal variation associated with traits (112) than a genome with many gaps.
With the development of the third generation sequencing technology, long reads
from different platforms, like Pacific Biosciences, Illumina TruSeq, Oxford Nanopore,
have been developed. With the help of these new technologies, the quality of the
assembled draft genomes is greatly improved. In general, long reads are used in two
ways to help to improve the draft genome assembly: 1) Long reads are used to scaffold
the contigs and fill the gaps on the draft genomes assembled from high coverage short
reads. 2) Long reads are directly used to assemble the draft genomes. Due to the
high error rates of long reads, read depth is required to be high to guarantee the
quality of genomes assembled directly from long reads, and thus sequencing cost can
be high. In comparison, for scaffolding contigs and closing gaps with long reads, the
coverage is usually not required to be very high. However, there are still gaps on the
draft genomes even assembled with long reads, especially for draft genomes initially
assembled high coverage short reads and then improved with long reads. Thus, it is
still needed to close the gaps on draft genomes assembled with long reads. At present,
short sequence reads are still the most available sequence reads. Thus, it is important
to develop methods that can close gaps on draft genomes with short sequence reads
that are readily available.
Several tools have been developed for closing gaps on draft genomes with short
reads. GapCloser is a stand-alone tool in the SOAPdenovo (120) package. It performs
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several iterations of base extension steps using the reads aligned to specific regions.
GapFiller (110) implements a method that finds read pairs with one end aligned
within a contig and its mate partially aligned to the draft genome and partially
located in a region identified as a gap. These partially aligned reads are used to close
the gap through sequence overlapping. Sealer (125) generates pseudo long reads from
paired-end sequence reads by filling the unknown sequences between read pairs using
the redundancy in sequence coverage, and then the pseudo long reads are used to fill
the gaps. While these approaches have been used to close gaps in assembled genomes,
these tools still cannot close many gaps (especially those originated in more complex
genomic regions, e.g. repeats).
In this chapter, we develop a new approach called GAPPadder for closing gaps on
draft genomes. Similar to tools such as GapCloser and GapFiller, GAPPadder also
performs local assembly from reads that originate from gap regions. The following
are the main features of GAPPadder and also differences between GAPPadder and
the existing methods.
• GAPPadder uses more information about the gaps contained in sequence reads
than existing methods. GAPPadder collects more reads relevant for gap closing,
especially repeat-associated reads which are ignored by all the existing tools.
Moreover, GAPPadder collects higher quality reads by utilizing more informa-
tion with different insert sizes of pair-end (PM) and mate-pair (MP) reads.
• GAPPadder uses a different local assembly method for gap closing compared
with existing methods. Existing methods often rely on local extension of contigs.
GAPPadder, instead, performs a two-stage local assembly: it first assembles
contigs in the gap and then generates higher quality local assembly of gap
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sequences by merging contigs.
We compare GAPPadder with existing approaches using real sequence data from
staphylococcus aureus, human chromosome 14 from GAGE (126), and whole genome
sequencing data (with PE and MP reads) of one human individual NA12878 from
Illumina. These genomes are assembled from short reads only. We show GAPPadder
can close more gaps than GapCloser, GapFiller and Sealer with these short sequence
reads. Besides these draft genomes assembled with only from short reads, we also
compare GAPPadder with GapCloser on two draft genomes assembled with long
reads: the bed bug draft genome assembled with hybrid short and long reads and the
Asian sea bass draft genome directly assembled from long reads. We show many gaps
can be fully closed and extended by GAPPadder and GapCloser, and GAPPadder
closes much more than GapCloser on the hybrid assembled bed bug genome.
5.1.1 Gaps in draft genomes
De novo assembly of reads produces contigs. Contigs are then further linked with
paired-end (PE) or mate-pair (MP) reads to form scaffolds. Scaffolds contain multiple
gaps, whose lengths are estimated from the insert sizes of PE or MP reads. In
general, extension of contigs stops at sites with repetitive regions, heterozygous alleles,
sequencing errors or low read coverage (122; 130). Gaps can be mainly classified to
three types. The most common type is the repeat-associated gap. Repeat is a piece
of DNA which may have multiple copies in the genome. Note that these copies may
differ slightly from each other. There are different types of repeats, including LINE,
SINE, LTR elements, DNA transposon, satellites, etc. Repeat-associated gaps can
be categorized to be satellite-associated, dispersed low divergent repeats-associated,
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Figure 5.1.1: Percentage of the masked gap sequences of each type of repeats. 3,934
gaps are extracted from the draft genome of human chromosome 14 that is released in
GAGE. By aligning the flanking sequences to the human reference, we extract the gap
sequences. We use RepeatMasker to get the types of repeats (e.g. LINE, SINE, LTR
elements, etc) of these gap sequences. One gap may be masked to multiple repeat types.
The left part shows the percentage of masked gaps for each repeat type. The right part
shows the percentage of masked bases for each repeat type.
and tandem repeats-associated. We show the results of masking the gap regions on
chromosome 14 of human using RepeatMasker (129) in Fig. 5.1.1. To get the gap
regions of the draft genome of chromosome 14, which is assembled by ALLPATH-LG
and released in GAGE, we align the flanking regions of the reference genome, and
thus get the benchmarked gap sequences (i.e. sequences from the reference genome
that are missing in the draft genome). One can see that over 90% of the gaps are
masked as repeat-associated gaps. Therefore, to develop gap closing methods, it can
be very useful to consider the implications of repeats on gaps.
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5.2 Methods
5.2.1 High level approach
In this chapter, we propose GAPPadder for closing gaps on draft genomes, which
greatly improves the sensitivity. The key idea is that GAPPadder utilizes more in-
formation (i.e. relevant reads originated from the gaps) contained in the sequence
reads for gap filling. For example, GAPPadder collects the repeat-associated reads,
which are ignored by all existing approaches. Our main observation is that reads
originated from repeat-associated gaps may be mapped to other copies of the same
repeat contained in the genome. Therefore, the two ends of these read pairs may
be discordantly mapped (i.e. mapping positions of the two ends are much farther
away from each other than expected on the same chromosome or even located at
different chromosomes). GAPPadder also uses multi-mapped reads near these reads
because they may also be useful for the assembly of gap sequences, especially when
the collected reads are of low coverage. GAPPadder utilizes the long insert size reads
or mate-pair (MP) reads to collect high quality reads. Another important step in
GAPPadder is that it performs two-stage local assembly for each gap: it first assem-
bles contigs from relevant reads in the gap; then it merges these contigs to construct
long gap sequences. The main observation is that assembled gap sequences usually
are in the form of relatively short segments (contigs) due to positions with errors or
variations. These contigs overlap but are usually not assembled by standard assem-
bly methods into longer sequences due to mismatches between contigs. The merging
step implemented in GAPPadder allows the merging of these contigs to form long
(sometimes complete) gap sequences.
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5.2.2 Relevant reads originated from gap regions
Similar to several existing methods, GAPPadder starts by finding relevant reads that
originate within each gap. In this chapter, we are mainly concerned with paired-
end (PE) or mate-paired (MP) reads. When aligning the reads back to the draft
genome using tools e.g. BWA (118), four types of read pairs can be considered to
originate from the gap regions. All these read pairs are located near the gap under
consideration. This is shown in Figure 5.2.1.
(i) One end mapped and its mate unmapped. For a read pair, suppose the left
(respectively right) read is aligned (by default with mapping quality greater than
30), and the alignment position is within m + 3v distance from the left (respectively
right) breakpoint of the gap. Then this end is called the anchored read. Here m and
v are the mean and standard derivation of insert size respectively. Further suppose
the mate of the anchored read is unmapped. Then the unmapped read comes from
the gap region with high probability.
(ii) Discordant reads caused by repeats or duplicate segments. If one read of a pair
comes from the gap region, then when aligning the read back to the draft genome, this
read will be unmapped. However, if the gap region comes from a repeat region and
there are other copies of the repeat that are already included in the draft genome,
then this read may be aligned to another repeat copy. As a result, both ends of
the pair will be mapped, but become discordant (with insert size outside the range
[m − 3v,m + 3v]) or are mapped to different chromosomes. This kind of reads may
originate within the gap and may help the assembly of gap sequences. Besides the
discordant reads, multi-mapped reads (by default with mapping quality 0) near the
discordant reads are also useful for assembly. This is because if the gap is repeat-
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associated, these multi-mapped reads from the copy of the same repeat can be useful,
especially when collected reads have low coverage.
(iii) Reads clipped at the breakpoints of the gaps. For the reads overlapping the
breakpoints, parts of the reads will be aligned to the draft genome, and the other
parts will be clipped. Clipped reads are useful to extend the assembled regions from
collected reads to both sides of the flanking regions of gaps. This allows the assembled
gap sequences to be positioned in the draft genome.
(iv) Both reads of a pair are unmapped reads. When the gap is long enough, then
both ends of a pair likely originate within the gap region. As a result, when aligning
reads back to the draft genome, both reads will be unmapped. Such unmapped reads
may play an important role if the insert size is short and the gap is long. In this
situation, it is difficult to find anchored reads. As a result, the middle part of the gap
will not be filled using reads with anchor. We note that unmapped reads may be just
due to reads errors and thus irrelevant for gap filling. The challenge is that we do not
know which unmapped reads indeed originate from some gap, and if so, which gap
they originate. We will explain how to address this problem in the following sections.
Most existing tools use only the type-iii reads, while GAPPadder uses all four
types of reads.
5.2.3 Gap closing procedure
As shown in Fig. 5.2.1, there are five steps of GAPPadder. We process each gap
in the draft genome independently. First, we collect the first three types of reads
that may originate from a gap. Second, we perform local assembly of the collected
reads of each gap. This generates (usually short) contigs that are segments of the gap
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Figure 5.2.1: Pipeline of GAPPadder for closing gaps: (a) Align reads back to
the draft genome and collect the first three types of relevant reads originated from the
gaps. (b) Perform local assembly with the collected reads, and merge contigs overlapping
with each other to generate more complete gap sequences. (c) Align the unmapped reads
to the constructed contigs of each gap, and collect the aligned (also their mate) reads. (d)
Merge the contigs to form more complete assembly. (e) Gap sequences are obtained by
aligning the merged contigs to the flanking regions of the gaps.
sequences. Then, we align the unmapped reads to the constructed contigs and collect
the aligned (also their mate) reads. We merge the contigs to form more complete
assembly using a customized designed algorithm. Here, the high quality reads are
treated as short contigs and is used for contig merging. Finally, we fill the gaps by
aligning the merged contigs to the flanking regions of the gaps.
Collection of gap-associated reads
GAPPadder allows PE or MP reads of different insert sizes. For each group of reads
of one specific insert size, we collect reads separately and then all these reads are used
together for gap closing. To collect reads for one specific insert size, we first align the
reads back to the draft genome using BWA.
We search for type-i reads that are mapped within m + 3v + l (where l is the
read length) distance from the breakpoints, and their mate reads are unmapped. The
mapped reads are used as anchor, and the unmapped mate reads are used for gap
closing. Here we consider all possible anchor reads, even when their mapping quality
scores are low.
For type-ii reads, we search for reads in the region [b1−m−3v− l, b2 +m+3v+ l],
where b1 and b2 are the breakpoint positions of the gap. If a read A falls in this region
but its mate read B is aligned outside the region, and also the mapping quality of
read B is 0, then read B is considered to be type-ii. Also, suppose read B is aligned at
position p, then we also use the reads whose mapping quality is 0 and aligned within
the region [p− d/2, p + d/2], where d is the gap length. This is because a read with
mapping quality 0 is with high probability to be a multi-mapped read.
For type-iii reads, the assembly quality at the end of contigs is usually low. Thus,
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when collecting reads clipped at breakpoints, we set some slack value (by default
20bp) to allow some distance between the clip position and the breakpoints of the
gaps. Note that one read may satisfy the conditions of more than one gaps. And if
this happens, we let the read to be used for all the related gaps.
Out of these collected reads, we define those reads whose mates (anchor reads)
are uniquely mapped as high quality reads. Here, if the mapping quality of a read is
equal to 60, then the read is considered to be uniquely mapped. In other words, we
believe that with high probability these reads are from the specific gap region. We
also collect the unmapped reads which will be used in the third step.
Local assembly of collected reads
This is the first stage of our two-stage local assembly approach. Once the reads are
collected, we perform local assembly with the reads of each gap. KMC2 (114) is used
to convert the reads to k-mers, then Velvet (131) is used to assemble the kmers to
contigs. This step is similar to the repeat assembly approach developed in Chu et al.
(50).
Collection of type-iv reads with the constructed contigs
From the previous steps, we construct contigs for each gap from the collected reads.
If the insert size is shorter than the gap length, then both reads of a read pair may be
unmapped. Such unmapped reads can be useful to construct longer contigs. This is
important when there are paired-end and mate-pair reads of different insert sizes, but
the coverage of mate-pair reads is low. Another case is when the mate-pair reads are
initially used for scaffolding, but not for gap filling, and thus the coverage is usually
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not high. In these situations, mate-pair reads can help to cover the regions where
paired-end reads will never reach.
The challenge here is that we do not know which read pair comes from which gap,
since they are unmapped. To solve this problem, we first collect all the unmapped
reads. Then we align all the unmapped reads to the constructed contigs of each
gap using BWA. By collecting the mapped reads, we collect the originally unmapped
reads (now aligned to contigs of each gap) and their mate reads for each gap. Note
that after the first-round assembly, we exclude those gaps that have been fully closed
(see section 5.2.3 for details) from consideration. Then we only collect the unmapped
reads for those not fully constructed.
Merging contigs
This is the second stage of the two-stage local assembly approach. The previous steps
often generate more than one contigs for each gap. In order to obtain a complete
gap sequence, GAPPadder performs a contig merging step. Similar to the general
genome assembly problem, contig merging can be performed based on prefix-suffix
overlap between two contigs. We use the contig merging procedure in Chu et al.
(50), which was originally developed for merging contigs for the repeat construction
problem. Refer to Chu et al. (50) for more details on this procedure. As mentioned
in section 5.2.1, for some regions of gaps, even though we have collected reads that
fall into these regions, there may not be enough reads covering these regions. As a
result, when we perform local assembly for these gaps, only short contigs (with little
overlap with other contigs) are obtained for these regions. A simple solution is that
we can view these reads as contigs and include them in the contigs merging step. To
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improve the merging efficiency and accuracy, we only use the reads with high quality
scores that cannot be aligned to the constructed contigs.
Finishing gap sequence assembly
After contig merging, for each gap, there can be several constructed sequences. Most
of these sequences are pieces of the repeats or wrongly assembled. So we need to
identify the right one. We first check whether the whole gap is constructed. To
identify the fully constructed ones, for each gap we get the two flanking sequences
of the gap (by default 300bp for each). Then we align the two flanking sequences to
the constructed contigs of the gap. If the left flanking sequence overlap with the left
(right) side of the contig and the right (left) flanking sequence overlap with the right
(left) side of the contig, and the two overlaps are of the same orientation (both are
reverse complementary or both not), then we choose the contig as the gap sequence.
If more than one contigs are found, we choose the longest one. In our experiments,
we notice that for most of the filled gaps, there is usually only one satisfying these
conditions. If complete gap sequences cannot be found, we choose the one that covers
the gap the most.
5.3 Results
We compare GAPPadder with GapCloser, GapFiller and Sealor on datasets of three
draft genomes of different sizes and with known reference sequences: staphylococcus
aureus, human chromosome 14 and human whole genome. Data of staphylococcus
aureus and human chromosome 14 are from GAGE (126). We choose the draft genome
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assembled by ALLPATH-LG. For staphylococcus aureus, two groups of high coverage
data of different insert sizes are used. While for the human chromosome 14, three
groups of data of different insert sizes are used. The data with long jump library is of
very low coverage. The human whole genome (NA12878) high-coverage PE and MP
sequence reads are from Illumina. The draft genome of NA12878 is released in (115),
which is assembled by ALLPATH-LG. Detailed information of the four datasets are
given in the supplemental materials.
5.3.1 Comparison with existing tools
In Table 5.3.1, we show the results of GAPPadder and the other three tools on
staphylococcus aureus, human chromosome 14 and human whole genome. Note that
Sealer only runs well on short insert size data. For data with very long insert size,
it can be extremely slow. So when running Sealer on the human whole genome
data, we do not use the long insert size data. Detailed commands and parameters
of running each tool are provided in the supplementary materials. The results show
that GAPPadder outperforms the other three tools on the three datasets. For S.
aureus and H. chromosome 14 datasets, GAPPadder closes more gaps than the other
three tools. For the human whole genome datasets, GapCloser runs out of memory
(on a server with 256G memory) and GapFiller did not finish after running for more
than 725 hours. In comparison, GAPPadder and Sealer respectively close 130,371
and 110,876 gaps out of the 220,318 gaps.
To show the effect of the repeat-associated reads, we run a revised version of
GAPPadder that does not use these repeat-associated reads for gap filling. This
“streamlined” version of GAPPadder closes 1,103 gaps, much less than the original
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Figure 5.3.1: Comparison on different gap length: The left part shows the
distribution of gap length of all the 3,934 gaps on the draft genome of human chromosome
14. Over 80% of the gaps are smaller than 1 kb, and over 95% of the gaps are smaller
than 2 kb. The right part shows the number of fully closed gaps of the four tools on
different ranges of gap length.
version of GAPPadder, which closes 1,670 gaps. This indicates that repeat-associated
reads are indeed useful for gap closing.
In Fig. 5.3.1, we compare the four tools on different ranges of gap lengths of
the closed gaps. The left part shows the distribution of gap length of all the 3,934
gaps on the draft genome of human chromosome 14. Over 80% of the gaps are
shorter than 1k, and over 95% of the gaps are smaller than 2k. The right part shows
the number of fully closed gaps of the four tools on different ranges of gap length.
GAPPadder significantly outperforms the other three tools on gaps shorter than 1
kb, while GAPCloser performs slightly better on gaps longer than 1 kb.
5.3.2 Comparison on data with different insert sizes
For assembling draft genomes, usually data of different insert sizes are provided.
Paired-end reads of long insert size or mate-paired reads can be helpful for closing
(especially long) gaps on the draft genomes. Because of the different strategies used,
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Table 5.3.1: Comparison of the four tools on three datasets: S. aureus, human
chromosome 14 and whole human genome for NA12878, whose draft genomes have 23,
3,934, and 220,318 gaps respectively. Overall, GAPPadder closes more gaps than the
other three tools on the these datasets.
Species Gap Num. Methods
Gaps fully
closed








NA12878 220,318 GAPPadder 130,371
GapCloser Out of memory
GapFiller Not finished (After 725 hrs)
Sealer 110,876
Table 5.3.2: Comparison of the four tools on different insert size data. Three groups of
data of insert sizes (180, about 2,500 and about 35 kb) of human chromosome 14, and
their combination are used for comparison. Results are given for reads with 180bp insert
size only, and reads with 2,500bp insert size only and combined reads (with 180bp,
2,500bp and 35kb insert sizes).
Methods Insert size
180 2,283 to 2,803 Combined
GAPPadder 862 1,481 1,670
GapCloser 1,142 216 1,184
GapFiller 484 173 732
Sealer 468 308 559
the performance of different tools differs significantly on datasets of different insert
sizes. To evaluate the performance of the four tools on different insert size datasets, we
compare the four tools on the human chromosome 14 datasets with only short insert
size data, only long insert size data, and combined data with short and long insert size.
The results are shown In Table 5.3.2. With data with short insert sizes, GapCloser
performs the best. But with only long inset size data, GAPPadder significantly
outperforms the other three tools. For comparison on the combined dataset with
reads of both short and long insert sizes, GAPPadder performs the best.
5.3.3 Time and memory usage
All four tools are benchmarked on a 64-core server with AMD 6380 CPU @2.499
GHz and 256 GB RAM. To compare the time and memory usage of these four tools,
we benchmark the four tools on the human chromosome 14 datasets. When running
Sealer we set the maximum allowed memory to 40G, and other parameters are set
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as suggested by its manual. For GapCloser, we use the default parameters. For
GapFiller, the parameter for the number of iterations to run is set to be 5. See
the supplementary materials for more detailed information of running the tools. In
terms of running time, GapCloser, GapFiller, Sealer and GAPPadder take 30m 32s,
424m 47s, 160m 23s, and 85m 12s respectively. For memory usage, GapCloser takes
7.8G at the peak, Sealer takes 40G (as set in the parameter), while GapFiller and
GAPPadder take less than 2G memory. Therefore, GapCloser is the most efficient
one among the four tools, but it requires more memory. GAPPadder is slightly slower
than GapCloser but uses much less memory.
5.3.4 Closing gaps on draft genomes assembled partially or
fully with long reads
Although long reads help to improve the draft genome assembly, large number of
gaps may still remain in the draft genome, especially for the draft genome originally
assembled from short reads and then improved from long reads. To evaluate the per-
formance of GAPPadder on two draft genomes that are partially and fully assembled
with long reads, we run GAPPadder on two draft genomes: 1) The bed bug cimex
lectularius draft genome (released in (69)) which is assembled with hybrid data of
both short and long reads, 2) Asian sea bass draft genome (released in (68)) that
is purely assembled from high coverage PacBio long reads. The bed bug genome
is initially assembled with 73x coverage Illumina short reads using ALLPATHS-LG
(111) assembler. And then Illumina Moleculo kit is used to sequence long reads with
average length 3,500bp, which is used to improve the initial assembled draft genome.
However, even for the improved draft genome, there are still many gaps. In the fi-
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nal released assembled genome, there are 118,821 gaps, out of which 97,251 gaps are
larger than 100bp. We run GAPPadder and GapCloser to close the gaps. As some
gaps are really small (just several bases), and to evaluate the power of different tools
we only focus on these 97,251 gaps that are larger than 100bp. Three sets of Illumina
short reads with insert sizes of 185, 367, and 3,000bp and coverage of 34x, 12x, and 7x
respectively are used for gap closing. GAPPadder reports 19,476 gaps are fully closed
and 52,879 gaps are partially extended, while GapCloser reports 3,299 and 2,417 are
fully closed and partially extended respectively. To validate the fully closed and par-
tially extended gaps, for each closed gap sequence, we extract the left and right flank
regions of length 150bp each, and concatenate them with the gap sequence. Then
we align the reads back to the concatenated sequences and check whether there are
reads clipped at the joint regions. If enough (by default 10) reads are fully mapped
at the joint regions and over 95% of the bases (for extended ones, excluding the
not-filled regions) of each sequence at least have 10 reads covered, then we call this
gap is validated. Otherwise it is not. For GAPPadder, 14,925 fully closed gaps and
37,802 partially extended gaps are validated in this way. While for GapCloser, 2,737
fully closed and 20 partially extended gaps are validated. In table 5.3.3 we show the
comparison.
For the Asian sea bass draft genome, it is primarily assembled from 90x PacBio
data and then scaffolded using transcriptome data. From the release draft genome,
110 gaps are extracted and all of them are larger than 100bp. We run GAPPadder
and GapCloser to close the gaps. Two sets of Illumina short paired end reads with
insert sizes of 500bp and 750bp, read length 100bp, and total coverage 80x are used
for closing the gaps on the draft genome. For GAPPadder, 6 and 47 gaps are reported
to be fully closed and partially extended respectively. We use the same validation
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Table 5.3.3: Evaluation of GAPPadder and GapCloser on closing gaps for bed bug draft
genome. The draft genome is initially assembled with high coverage short reads, and then
improved with long reads. GAPPadder fully closes 14,925 out of reported 19,476 gaps and
extends 37,802 out of reported 52,879 gaps. As a comparison, GapCloser fully closes 2,737
(3,299 are reported) gaps and extends 20 (2,417 are reported) gaps.
Category GAPPadder GapCloser
Fully closed Reported 19,476 3,299
Validated 14,925 2,737
Extended Reported 52,879 2,417
Validated 37,802 20
approach as used in validating the gap sequences of the bed bug genome, and 3 fully
closed and 13 partially extended gaps are validated in this way. For GapCloser, 46
and 41 are reported to be fully closed and partially extended respectively, and 6 and
1 out of the fully closed and partially extended gaps are validated by the the same
way.
5.4 Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter, we propose a sensitive approach for closing gaps on draft genomes
with paired-end reads and mate-paired reads. Empirical results show that when
both short and long insert size data are provided, our tool GAPPadder outperforms
GapCloser, GapFiller and Sealer. This is likely due to the fact that GAPPadder uses
more reads (especially the repeat-associated reads) to close the gaps which are ignored
by all other tools. Besides that, GAPPadder takes advantage of long insert size data
and performs a two-stage local assembly approach to construct more complete gap
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Figure 5.4.1: One example gap closed by GAPPadder but failed by other three tools:
one gap on the chromosome 14 draft genome is fully closed by GAPPadder, but other
three tools fail to fully close it. The gap is about 770bp long, and from the UCSC genome
browser we can see it is composed by part of a SINE copy and part of a LINE copy.
GapCloser only extends by a short length on the left part. GapFiller and Sealer fail to fill
this gap.
sequences. In Figure 5.4.1, we show the comparison of the four tools on closing one
example gap, which is about 770bp long on chromosome 14. GapCloser only extends
a little on the left part. GapFiller and Sealer even have no extension at all, and thus
are not shown in the UCSC Genome Browser. In comparison, GAPPadder fully closes
the gap. One possible reason is the gap is composed by part of a SINE copy and part
of a LINE copy as shown in the UCSC genome browser. The repeat-associated reads
used by GAPPadder provide enough coverage for assembling the gap region.
However, when only using reads with short insert size for closing the gaps on
human chromosome 14, GAPPadder does not performs as well as GapCloser. One
reason is that GAPPadder relies on the contigs constructed in the first step to collect
both unmapped reads. If the insert size is small, then the collected reads mainly come
from the two ends of the gap, and thus the middle part will be difficult to construct
in the following steps. In comparison, GapCloser uses an iterative strategy which can
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gradually extend the contigs. This indicates that tools are designed with different
strategies, and users should choose a tool based on the kind of data.
For draft genomes directly assembled from high coverage long reads, often the
draft genomes contain far less gaps than those assembled from short reads. One
reason is for less complex genomes, chromosome level contigs are directly assembled
which do not need to do scaffold and gap closing. Second, very little scaffolding tools
are developed for these near completed draft genomes, thus even gaps exists, they are
not reported in the released draft genomes. Nonetheless, we observe that there can
still be gaps within draft genomes that are directly assembled from long reads. Our
results indicate that our GAPPadder tool can still be useful in the age of long reads
genome assembly.
One possible future research on gap filling is incorporating long reads to close the
gaps on the draft genome. Direct assembly of long reads usually requires the coverage
should be high enough to get a high quality draft genome, which usually leads to high
sequencing cost. Although low coverage of long reads cannot provides a high quality
draft genome, it may help to close the gaps on the draft genome generated from short




In this thesis, we propose four methods to address three computational questions
related to genome repeats: 1) How do we construct de novo repeats with short se-
quencing reads? 2) How to detect and construct mobile element insertions with short
and long sequencing reads? 3) How can we better close the gaps on draft genomes
with short sequencing reads, especially those gaps caused by repeats?
To address the first question, we propose a method called REPdenovo to construct
de novo repeat motifs directly from short reads. REPdenovo constructs consensus re-
peats by assembling high frequent k-mers. And then a contigs merging step is designed
to merge fragments to complete repeats. We compare REPdenovo with RepARK on
Human data. Results show that REPdenovo outperforms RepARK not only on the
number of constructed repeats, but also on the completeness of the constructed re-
peats. In addition, we also construct 190 potentially novel repeats that do not exist in
human reference genome, but find full hits in Pacbio long reads and NCBI nucleotide
database. Further, we propose an improved version of REPdenovo. Comparing to
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the original version, the improved version has two main advantages: First, it recruits
more low frequent k-mers by an alignment based approach, benefit from which more
low copy number repeats are constructed. Second, it performs a random algorithm
to polish k-mers, as a results of which more high divergent repeats are able to be
assembled. Experiments on both Human and Arabidopsis data show that the im-
proved version construct more higher divergent and low copy number repeats than
the original version. We run the improved REPdenovo on Hummingbird data and
construct 1,617 repeats that can be validated from Pacbio long reads. Overall, our
proposed approaches not only can help to construct consensus repeats for complex
genomes which do not have available high quality genomes, but also can help to find
novel repeats from high quality genomes like human reference genome.
To solve the second problem, we propose a novel method called REPdenovo-MEI
to call mobile element insertions (MEIs) from both short and long reads. Comparing
with existing methods, REPdenovo-MEI does not rely on any annotation files or
consensus repeats to call MEIs. Instead, it constructs a high frequent k-mer library
to check whether a read is from a repeat or not. REPdenovo-MEI also has a two-stage
local assembly approach to construct the inserted sequences. And if long reads are
provided, instead of the local assembly step, REPdenovo-MEI provides an option to
call out the inserted sequences directly from long reads. In addition, REPdenovo-MEI
provides a classification based genotype calling step to call genotypes of the called
out MEIs. Experiments on both simulated and real data show that comparing to
existing tools like Melt and RetroSeq, REPdenovo-MEI is able to call out more MEIs
accurately and efficiently, especially those high diverged ones.
To address the third question, a novel method (called GAPPadder) is proposed
to closing gaps on draft genomes from short sequencing reads. Comparing to exist-
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ing tools like GapCloser, GapFiller and Sealer, GAPPadder collects more reads to
construct the gap sequences, especially those repeats associated reads. This is based
on the observation that most of the gaps on assembled genomes are caused by re-
peats. While all of the existing tools ignore these reads, GAPPadder collects them to
improve the gap sequence assembly. Besides, GAPPadder better utilizes datasets of
different insert sizes. In addition, GAPPadder performs a two-stage local assembly to
assemble more complete gap sequences. Experiments on one bacterial genome, Hu-
man chromosome 14 and Human whole genome show that GAPPadder outperforms
GapCloser, GapFiller and Sealer on both accuracy and efficiency. This is true not
only on genomes assembled from short reads, but also on genomes assembled with
long reads. We run GAPPadder on one bed bug genome that assembled from short
reads and then improved from long reads, and 14,925 (out of 97,251) gaps are fully
closed. Genomes assembled purely from high coverage long reads usually have much
less gaps. But our experiments on the Asian sea bass genome show that still some
gaps are able to be closed by GAPPadder.
Even though the proposed three computational questions are solved by the meth-
ods we designed, new questions emerge with the development of new technologies.
For example, it is known that long reads provides opportunities to construct more
complete repeats. However, with the high error rates, how to efficiently and accu-
rately call out the repeats from the long reads? As many works have shown that
linked reads sequenced by 10X Genome provide opportunities to construct higher
quality draft genomes with low cost. Are there any differences to closing the gaps for
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